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The teacher, who taught the world
love, peace and compassion.

CHRIST - THE GURU



Children, you are God's investment in the hands of your parents.

Trust your mother, God Will hear your mother's request like the baby's request.

Laziness fosters evil habits.

Good friends will make you good.

Regular reading of good books and meditating on it will illumine the mind.

Your attire and sanctity ought to be according to your age.

Your profession must be according to your knowledge and age

Do not be the cause for your parents to shed tears on account of you.

The humble man is the greatest among men.

You belong to God and you should be given back to God.

Pursue the path of truth and justice.

Keeping bad books is like hiding fire in hay.

OUR  PATRON

St. Kuriakose Elias Chavara
Teachings of Saint Chavara
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CHRIST (Deemed to be University) is a nurturing ground for

an individual's holistic development to make an effective

contribution to the society in a dynamic environment.

Faith in God

Moral Uprightness

Love of Fellow Beings

Social Responsibility

Pursuit of Excellence



Message from the Chancellor

Chancellor

Christite 2021

Dr. Fr. Paul Achandy CMI

When the winds of change blow , some

build walls , others build windmills

(Chinese Proverb). In the fierce wind of

COVID 19 , CHRIST (Deemed to be

University), Delhi NCR campus has stood

strong with its compassionate face to

impart quality education to the students

with its new gateway evolved in the

pandemic times . The teaching , learning

and   administrative   community     along

with   other   stakeholders   deserves   our 

appreciation and congratulations for

making great strides within a short span

of its existence . May the Lord of supreme

wisdom strengthen everyone to live up to

the inspiring motto of “Excellence and

Service”. May our exemplary life and

professional commitment inspire many

young minds to be servant leaders to be

at the service of our country and our

people with a sense of joy and passion .
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Message from the Vice Chancellor

Vice-Chancellor

Christite 2021

Dr. Fr. Abraham V.M. CMI

It gives me immense joy to see the Delhi

NCR Campus of CHRIST (Deemed to be

University) growing in student enrolments

and quality curriculum . It is in crisis

management that the grit and resilience

of an organisation is success tested and

validated , and in these unprecedented

times of the pandemic , CHRIST (Deemed

to be University), Delhi NCR led from the

front , efficiently regulating academic

continuity and other administrative

services for the stakeholders . Your

uncompromising     attitude     of         not 

bowing  down  to different pressures  and

maintaining the quality of pedagogic ,

administrative and assessment process , is

testimony to the CHRIST vision of

‘Excellence and Service ’ . I would like to

congratulate every member of the

campus for their leadership and for

ensuring the smooth running of the

teaching-learning and research processes .

I wish you the very best and pray for God ’s

abundant blessing on all your future

endeavours .
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Message from the Pro-Vice Chancellor

Pro-Vice Chancellor

Christite 2021

Dr. Fr. Jose C.C. CMI

Education transforms the mind and

terminates the social taboos created by a

weak mind . Education , when directed in

the right path , establishes constructive

progress dissolving and turning darkness

into light . An open mind and readiness to

unlearn and relearn remain the mantra

for success in life today . It creates an

educated and informed mind ; thereby , a

‘mind without fear ’ sees the unseen ,

conquers the invincible , and reaps

possibilities from the challenges . It gives

immense happiness to understand that

CHRIST Delhi NCR , even during these

days of challenges , ensured keeping

the promise of ‘Excellence and Service ’ to

its student community , teaching

fraternity , and the proud members of the

CHRIST family . Let ’s together , through

education , transform the mind of the

students and continue to instil excellence

and service .

I wish God ’s blessings to CHRIST Delhi

NCR campus leadership , student

community , academic and administrative

fraternity .
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Message from the Registrar

Registrar

Christite 2021

Dr. Anil Joseph Pinto

Being one of the first to move learning ,

evaluations , admissions online in the

country , the University had to handhold

EdTech companies to learn the ropes so

that they could serve other institutions

well .

The uniqueness of CHIRST (Deemed to be

University) is its holistic education . The

challenge of online learning is making to

holistic education possible even in online

space . While we could not do complete

justice to holistic education in the digital

learning space as we would in the case of

on campus education , I must say , we tried

with reasonable achievement . This was

possible due to the cooperation of the

faculty , the non-teaching staff and the

students .

I congratulate the Director and Dean of

the CHRIST (Deemed to be University)

Dehli NCR Campus for the stewardship he

provided during these unprecedented

times to this fledgling campus . I deeply

appreciate the leadership of the

academic coordinators , the teaching and

the non-teaching staff and the student

representatives which made the

transition to the new space of teaching

learning seamless and natural .

This Annual Campus Magazine provides a

peak into some of the efforts in making

this unique academic year meaningful . It

is also a celebration of the human spirit in

the face of the adversities of the

pandemic .

I congratulate the team that brought out

this Magazine and wish their efforts the

intended success .

The Academic year 2020-21 has been one

that was different than any other the

higher education institutions in the world

have ever seen . While pandemics are not

new to higher education institutions ,

which have weathered many during the

centuries of their existence , perhaps

never ever have they coped with it as they

have during this COVID-19 pandemic .

Like other institutions of higher education

in India . CHRIST (Deemed to be

University) was also caught off guard as

the Pandemic set in . However , the speed

with which it rose to the challenges and

quickly put systems in place to ensure the

continuity of teaching-learning-

evaluation , research , and its extension

programmes was exemplary and created

models to other  institutions  to  emulate . 
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Message from the Director

Dean & Director

Christite 2021

Dear Christites ,

As we enter the third year of CHRIST

(Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR , I

am proud to look at the amount of

growth we have accomplished as a

teaching-learning community . Reflecting

on the first two years of our community , I

can see the way we have evolved through

the leadership model we aspire towards

embracing . In the first year , we tried to

establish clan and adhocracy culture as

the guiding principles of our organization

to foster collaboration , camaraderie and

creativity amongst us . In the academic

year 2020-21 , we made our initial steps

into becoming a servant leader

organization . Our students were also

initiated into this beautiful concept of

merging service with leadership by

incorporating the principles of servant

leadership   into  our  curriculum  through 

Dr. Fr. Viju P. D. CMI
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the consistent and enriching holistic

education sessions . 

Our focus on servant leadership is

continuing in the academic year 2021-22

when we extend our thought processes

towards an application-oriented

reflection and action plan to further our

cause into becoming servant leaders and

a servant leader organization . From the

way the faculty , staff and students

overcome the hardships of living through

an ongoing pandemic , I am proud to call

ourselves a resilient bunch of human

beings . We have persevered and shown

immense amounts of strength even while

handling situations of extreme stress and

grief . I wish to thank the entire CHRIST

family for showing up for each other and

sharing responsibilities in more ways than

one for the welfare of our students . Our

students have proved their determination

and grit not just through their academic

engagements in these difficult times , but

also through the valuable models of

service they put to action through their

engagements with the world at large

around them . 

This was not an easy year . However , we

have thrived in these dark times , by being

there for each other in countless ways . As

the quote by Richard Evans goes , “It is

often in the darkest skies that we see the

brightest stars .” In my view , the brightest

stars are each one of us . Our humanity is

bringing a gush of hope to my mind when

I remember all the hard moments we

survived . Let us hold on to those values of

service , care and love while we emerge

into a hopeful tomorrow .

I wish all my fellow Christites a

meaningful year ahead with loads of

success , happiness and wellbeing .



Christite 2021

School of
Business and Management

To be an institution of excellence developing leaders serving enterprises and society

globally . 

VISION

MISSION
To develop socially responsible business leaders with the spirit of inquiry through academic

and industry engagements . 

DEPARTMENT GOALS

Graduates possess subject knowledge , analytical ability and skills to manage

businesses .

Graduates exhibit a spirit of inquiry , innovation and ability to solve problems in a

dynamic business environment .

Graduates with value-based leadership skills , entrepreneurial capabilities and global

awareness serving enterprises and society . 
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DEPARTMENT ASSOCIATION

Clubs and associations are an integral part of student life . They are a fertile breeding

ground for friendship , personal growth , career development and university inclusivity . 

The School of Business and Management (SBM) provides a platform to build and develop

the essential skillsets for the students in a dynamic environment through a variety of teams

and clubs . 

There are six teams , namely , Alumni Networking Team , Career Guidance Team , Research

and Publication Team , Conference , Seminars and Workshop Coordination Team , Quality

Audit Team , and Consultancy Team . 

The clubs operate under the banner of CUSBMA , i .e . , CHRIST University School of Business

and Management Association . There are nine clubs taking care of various aspects of

student activities in the University . These clubs are Sports and Yoga Club , Entrepreneurship

Club , Literary and Cultural Club , Media and Entertainment Club , ‘Prayatna ’ – the CSR Club ,

and 4 other clubs based on the functional areas of management ‘VibHRance ’ – the HR

Club , ‘Bemarking ’ – the Marketing Club , ‘C-FAC ’ – the Finance Club and Analytics & IT Club .  

SBM publishes three newsletters , curated by different clubs under the guidance of the

members of the faculty . ‘Markingo ’ , the marketing newsletter captures and encapsulates

the news of the latest marketing developments and goings-on . ‘Money Mantra ’ , the finance

newsletter reports the latest financial trends and updates on stock and financial markets .

‘Synergy ’ , the HR newsletter provides insights into the latest trends in the HR area . As a

novel approach , SBM has introduced the marketing podcast , which broadcasts marketing

news every week , the Finance Club issues daily news bulletins and the HR Club presents

weekly infographics . All these clubs and teams operate under the stewardship of the

faculty members along with dedicated teams of student coordinators . 

Christite 2021
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Convocation is one of the most important days in a student ’s life . It is the time to look back

on the lessons learned , adventures shared and the bright moments filled with special

meaning . It is also a beginning , a time to look forward , set new goals and see what lies

beyond . It is the time to celebrate all the hard work that led to this joyful occasion . Owing

to the prevailing pandemic situation , the convocation ceremony of the Class of 2018-2020 ,

the first MBA batch of the Delhi NCR campus was held virtually on 16 August 2020 (virtual

ceremony link : https ://www .youtube .com/watch?v=fE7LJlTUjVk). The Chief Guest on the

occasion was Mr . Clifford Mohan Pie . The other dignitaries adorning the convocation were

the Chancellor , Rev . Dr . Fr . George Edayadiyil , the Vice-Chancellor , Rev . Fr . Dr . Abraham VM ,

the Pro-Vice-Chancellor , Rev . Fr . Jose CC , the Campus Director , Rev . Fr . Dr . Viju P . Devassy

and the Director of Lavasa campus , Rev . Dr . Fr . Jossy George .

Christite 2021

DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES

versity , shared with the new students his experiences of BBA journey at CHRIST and the

success stories which led him to where he is today and what he aspires to do in future . Ms

Smriti Menon , an alumna of the BBA batch of 2018 , a brand strategist , creative director ,

author , entrepreneur and dancer , also interacted with the freshers .

The Inauguration Programme and Institutional

Orientation for the first-semester

undergraduate students were organized

virtually from 20 to 24 July 2020 . The occasion

was graced by the presence of eminent

speakers like Dr . Shreya Singh , Dr . Anish

Agarwal , Director (Analytics), Royal Bank of

Scotland . Mr Kshitij Pathak , an entrepreneur , a

finance specialist and an alumnus of Christ Uni-
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INDUSTRY INTERFACE AND GUEST LECTURES 

A  ser ies  of  Industry  Interface  sessions  were  organized  to  enable  the  students  to

imbibe  the  corporate  culture  directly  f rom  industry  practit ioners .  All  22  such

sessions  were  organized  on  the  onl ine  platform .  Some  of  the  prominent  speakers  at

these  sessions  included  Mr .  Nit in  Mishra ,  Associate  Vice -President ,  Royal  Bank  of

Scotland ,  Dr .  Swagato  Chatter jee  (VGSOM ,  I ITKGP ) ,  Mr .  Sonam  Wagh  (Senior

Marketing  Manager ,  GSK  India ) ,  Mr .  Harjeet  Singh  (Founder  Director ,  EduEdge  Pro

Pvt .  Ltd . ) ,  Mr .  Sharad  Verma  (VP  and  CHRO ,  I r is  Software ,  Inc . ) ,  Mr .  Amogh  Sachdev

(Head  of  E -commerce  and  Retai l ,  SmallWORLD  India ) ,  Mr .  Anurag  Johri  (Sr .

Manager ,  E&Y ) ,  Mr .  Gopal  Chandra  Mondal  (Director  –  Financial  Control ,  Tax  and

Regulatory ,  IDFC ) ,  Mr .  Anish  Agarwal  (Director  –  Data  and  Analyt ics ,  RBS ) ,  Mr .

Gaurav  Singhal  (Founder  and  CEO  –  Blue  Digital  Media  Pvt .  Ltd . ) ,  and  many  more .  A

guest  lecture  on  ‘New -age  Career  Ski l ls  –  The  Road  Ahead ’  was  organized  to

enl ighten  the  students  about  their  future  career  prospects  and  help  them  get

clar ity  on  their  career  planning .  The  resource  person  was  Mr .  Ji j i  Thomson ,  IAS ,  and

former  Chief  Secretary ,  Government  of  Kerala .

INAUGURATION OF CUSBMA 

The Association was inaugurated on 29 September 2020 . The Chief Guest on the occasion

of this event was Mr. Pankaj Srivastava , IRS (2007 Batch), Director , Election Commission

of India .

Christite 2021

A pre-conference e-workshop was conducted on ‘Fundamentals of

Design Thinking ’ on 06 November 2020 . The resource persons were

Dr . Ganesh L . and Prof . Sirish Venkatagiri of CHRIST (Deemed to be

University) Bangalore Central Campus . 
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WEBINARS

In order to provide the students with deep insights into the mechanics of the

contemporary working world , SBM organized a number of activities like webinars , e-

symposia , panel discussions , etc . to which industry experts from other countries were also

invited as key speakers/panelists . Notable among these events were a webinar on

‘Emerging Trends in Data Analytics and IT ’ , with Mr . Sudhanshu K . Guru , Lead Big Data

Engineer at EPAM Systems , as the resource person ; a panel discussion on ‘Big Bytes :

Deliberations on Emerging Trends in Analytics ’ , with Mr . Sudeepta Chaudhari , Mr .

Mahidhara Devangere and Mr . Vikas Khanna , as panelists ; a training session on ‘Soft Skills ’

conducted by Ms Nidhi Kothiyal ;a webinar on ‘Capacity-building and Coping Strategies in a

Post-pandemic World ’ with by Mr . Paul Barnett , Founder and CEO , Strategic Management

Forum , London , as the resource person ; an e-symposium on ‘Employee Engagement in the

Virtual World ’ with Mr . Subrata Saha , HR Consultant and Founder , Blue Pebbles , Kolkata ,

and Ms Stavia Dexterina , Country HR Leader – HP , Indonesia , as the panelists , a webinar on

‘Work-life Balance : Entrepreneuring in Times of Crisis ’ with Ms Roula Gergess , an HR

Professional , Entrepreneurship Researcher , University Lecturer and Management

Consultant from Lebanon , as the resource person . 

Christite 2021

MR. PAUL BARNETT MS. ROULA GERGESS

MS. STAVIA DEXTERINA MR. SUBRATA SAHA
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CO/EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

CLUB ACTIVITIES

The various clubs of SBM organized a variety of competitive events for the students to

foster a spirit of healthy and creative competition among them . The ball was set rolling

with ‘Wings of Fire ’ , a collage-making competition , on 27 July 2020 . ‘Prayatna ’ , the CSR

Club of SBM , organized ‘Disha ’ , a logo-making competition on 7 October 2020 . The Literary

and Cultural Club organized ‘The Homecoming ’ , a short-story-writing competition , to

commemorate the death anniversary of Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore on 06 and 07

August 2020 , and ‘The World Through My Eyes : Seeing the Unseen ’ , a short-story-writing

competition to mark Literacy Day on 8 September 2020 . The Entertainment and Media

Club organized ‘Christ Got Talent ’ , a poem recitation competition on 13 January 2021 .

‘Prayatna ’ , the CSR Club of SBM , organized ‘Duel Dual ’ , a debate competition , on 20

January 2021 . A handball tournament was organized by the Sports and Yoga Club on 24

March 2021 . ‘Skribbl ’ was organized by the Literary and Cultural Club on 3 February 2021 .

An expert talk series on Analytics was held on 26 , 28 and 30 April 2021 .

CHRONOS 2020 was a national-level carnival that provided a platform to students from all

parts of the country to exhibit their talents by participating in various competitions

designed to showcase their skills , their thought processes and mental abilities , to enjoy to

the fullest and at the same time win lots of prizes . It was a blend of a wide range of

academic , cultural and sports events in which close to 1 ,000 students from around 70+

colleges of India participated in various competitions . The event was held online on 27

November 2020 .

Christite 2021
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

An FDP on ‘Qualitative Research ’ was organized from 24 to 26 August 2020 . The resource

person for this FDP was Dr . N . Rajagopal , Associate Professor of Economics , Central

University of Tamil Nadu , Thiruvarur . A five-day Faculty Development Programme on ‘Data

Science with R ’ was organized by SBM from 11 to 15 January 2021 . The resource person was

Dr . Samarth Sharma .

Christite 2021

FACULTY OUTBOUND TRAINING

An Outbound Training was organized on 10 March 2021 for the SBM faculty at Rurban

Village , Muradnagar . The faculty members were in for a day of fun and frolic , as well as

team-based learning . 
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Christite 2021

PLACEMENTS
An Outbound Training was organized on 10 March 2021 for the SBM faculty at Rurban

Village , Muradnagar . The faculty members were in for a day of fun and frolic , as well as

team-based learning . 
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“Hello , I am Yashwin Anand , an undergraduate student at CHRIST

University , Delhi NCR campus . Well , this campus is a world unto

itself . Stepping into this world has helped me unleash my potential

in untold ways . Our guiding lights – our “Teachers” – mentor us like

sculptors , carving out our personalities for a promising future . They

tirelessly endeavor to prepare us for any opportunity and beat the

odds with an unfettered spirit in our struggle to reach the pinnacle

of success . This university is known for its infrastructure that reflects

timelessness , unparalleled grandeur , and magnificence , providing

an enriching , conducive ambiance for a wholesome learning

experience , inspiring young minds to spread their wings .”

“CHRIST University has transformed me into a new and better

version of myself . With state-of-the-art infrastructure and

experienced faculty members who go well out of their way to help

their students , CHRIST has ensured that I , along with my

classmates , am well prepared and ready for the corporate and

business world . With an immense focus on the acquisition of soft

skills , the extracurricular and cultural activities at this campus

have made me self-confident and will definitely prove helpful in

my career growth .”

Christite 2021

STUDENT REVIEWS

Kanhiya Garg
BBA  (Honours )  (First  Year )

Yashwin Anand
BBA  (Second  Year )

Sanidhya Sharma
MBA  (First  Year )

“My experience at CHRIST Delhi NCR campus has been quite

enlightening as well as a challenging in the past one year and the

learning curve has constantly been climbing upwards . I have been

getting the feel of overall development , not only in the field of

academics but also in extra-curricular activities . Everyone is helpful ,

approachable and friendly , be it teachers or support staff or

classmates . The environment is such that it always makes me push

myself to become a better individual .”
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“My experience at CHRIST University Delhi NCR Campus was

incredibly amazing , full of opportunities and challenges . The

University provided me the best possible platform and

infrastructure to excel in the pursuit of my career . The plethora of

initiatives taken by CHRIST , like simulation games , competitions ,

management fests , webinars , internship opportunities , placement

training , etc . apart from classroom lectures and the industry visits ,

helped me in a great way to hone my skills and showcase them .

CHRIST has a rich culture driven by strong values , which ultimately

made me corporate-ready . The expert teachers at CHRIST have

always been my pillar of strength whose constant support

motivated me to improve and develop personally . It is their efforts

that have made a professional out of me .”

“Becoming a Christite has been a big boost for my sense of pride

in being a college student . The opportunities I have had access to

here , be it academic or non-academic , are immense . Apart from

all the studies and fun activities , what I like most about the

University as a whole is the exposure and experience it has given

me , which indeed has transformed my personality from that of a

follower to that of a leader . It has always been possible and

supported by the very knowledgeable and supportive professors ,

who are always there for students like us , and honestly speaking ,

it really doesn 't matter what type of doubts we approach them

with , they always try their best to put them to rest , be it related to

academics , career or life at large . “

Christite 2021

Shivam Sharma
BBA  (Second  Year )

Pragya Grover
MBA  (2019 -2021 )
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To be a centre of excellence in the realm of Commerce and Management , developing and

nurturing global competencies in students through quality education , research , and

continuous innovation . 

The School offers various programmes where we develop our students into responsible

global citizens and as leaders in economic , environmental , social and cultural sustainability

and well-being . We take pride in partnering with globally eminent professional bodies

such as ACCA , CISI (UK), IMA (USA), CIMA (UK) and training partners including Miles

Education , GlobalFTI , and EduEdge Pro in rendering professional value addition programs .

Christite 2021

MISSION
To nurture commerce and business finance professionals who possess a high level of

knowledge and competence to effectively contribute to the society with commitment and

integrity .

VISION

School of
Commerce, Finance & Accountancy
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The activities of the Commerce Association , Reckons Aisle , for the year 2020-21 were

inaugurated by Ms . Kitty Agarwal , Venture Capitalist at InfoEdge Ventures . The clubs

conducted weekly activity sessions for first and second-year students of BBA FA , BCOM

Hons , and BCOM Professional classes throughout the year . The significant initiatives of

Reckons Aisle in 2020-21 include :

• A 4-day inter-collegiate commerce and cultural fest , Elysian , was organized with finance ,

marketing , entrepreneurship , and talent hunt events .

• The first edition of Prayaan , a fest for the first-year students was conducted to provide

exposure for the freshers towards the club activities of the association .

• The monthly newsletter titled , The Greycells , showcases the events and achievements of

the School and also provides a platform for the students to publish their literary works . 

• This year also saw the addition of a few more clubs , such as Cultural clubs and Cufflinksia

(Insurance Club).

Christite 2021

COMMERCE ASSOCIATION – RECKONS AISLE
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This discussion was organized to discuss the various nuances of the recently

announced budget and what it meant for various sectors and industries . The

session had esteemed panelists who actively guided the session - Dr Charan Singh

with expertise in Monetary policy and Banking , International Trade and Economic

Reforms , Dr Rattan Chand with an expertise in Population and Development ,

Health Policy , Applied and Official Statistics , Col Dr M .P Singh with an expertise in

National Security , Defence Studies and Dr Ashok Vishandass with an expertise in

Agriculture Economics , Farm Costs and Prices , Applied Statistics . The session was

well attended by over 800+ students from all disciplines and they were able to

understand different perspectives and opinions that broaden their outlook on the

announced budget .

On the occasion of International Women 's Day , CHRIST Delhi-NCR campus organized an

International ‘Women 's Leadership Summit 2021 ' on 9th March . The program was titled

'Celebrating-Women with a Purpose ’ and the esteemed panelists from diverse fields for the

forum included internationally acclaimed Ms Noha Hefny - Founder & CEO , People of

Impact , United Arab Emirates , Ms Divya Bajaj - Vice President , London & Partners , Dr Niru

Kumar - Padmashree awardee 2021 , D&I Consultant , Founder-Ask Insights . The panelists

had an extensive discussion on women as ‘leaders ’ as they shared their experiences being

at the top thus inspiring the staff , faculty members and the young minds of Christ

University .

Christite 2021

PANEL DISCUSSION – POST BUDGET ANALYSIS 2021

WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 2021
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INDUSTRY-ACADEMIA INTERFACE

The discussion by eminent panelists addressed that to implement NEP successfully at all

levels , the government will need to create stakeholder incentives so that the

implementation is smooth and uniform . It would also require to formulate instruments in

the form of legal policy , regulatory and institutional mechanisms , build reliable

information repositories , develop adaptability across HEIs , regulatory bodies and

government agencies , develop credibility through transparent actions and participation of

all stakeholders to develop sound principles of management across all levels .

The sessions planned were online and were able to garner the interest of most participants

in good numbers . Experts from Adobe , Moody ’s Analytics , Professional CA ’s , Economists ,

Lawyers , CEOs of startups , 

Christite 2021

The School emphasizes holistic learning beyond the curriculum , through different events

such as seminars , corporate talks , workshops , industrial visits etc . to bridge the industry-

academia gap . Such events were organized regularly where the students got the chance to

attend these sessions from the comfort of their homes in 2020-2021 . Many industry experts

and eminent personalities were regularly invited to conduct these sessions . The events are

mentioned below

SEMINARS

WORKSHOPS
A Gender Sensitization workshop : Flower vs Power was organized in collaboration with

POSH Consultants aiming at sensitizing the young , energetic participants on gender issues ,

to help them be aware of gender biases , to help them resolve interpersonal conflicts

arising from gender issues , and to enable them to act assertively and respond to

challenges in the workplace . A hands-on session on ITR e-Filing was organized exclusively

for the staff community of the campus , with Chartered Accountant Chaya Maheshwari as

the resource person , who assisted the participants in the self-filing of income tax returns

for the financial year . A skill enhancement session for the students on Demystifying the

power of MS-Excel was conducted to equip the students with the basic excel skills . The

School also organized faculty development programs and quality training programs for the

upskilling of faculty during the year 2020-2021 .

PANEL DISCUSSION – NATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY
2020-ARE WE PREPARED FOR IT?
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The aim of making meaningful connections

with the alumni was achieved through

frequent engagements with the alumni . The

School had organized events wherein the

alumni from varied fields of expertise had

interacted with the students namely , Mr .

Adhikar Naidu (Startupreneur), Ms . Apoorva

Agarwal (Goldman Sachs), Mr . Athul

Thomas , (Life Coach) and Ms . Sneha Suhas

(Stand-up Comedian and RJ).

A virtual industrial visit to Yakult Danone India Pvt Ltd was organized to enhance the

students ’ understanding of the manufacturing and operational measures undertaken in

the industry . 

Christite 2021

Directors and Top Management of reputed

banks and financial institutions were some of

the invitees during the year to interact with

the students closely and to mentor them .

 VIRTUAL INDUSTRIAL VISIT

ALUMNI INTERACTIONS
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Several sessions on Mental Health and Self-

awareness were conducted including “Spark

your Emotional Quotient” by Dr . Ramona

Amelia Miranda , MD of Ignus Consulting

Singapore , “Mental Health & Wellness” by Ms .

Sakshi Mandyan , life coach and founder of

Mandyan Care , and “Are you using your time

wisely?” by Ms . Chetna , CEO of Chitchat , to

name a few .
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STUDENT CARE AND SUPPORT

For Academic Mentoring students are

allotted faculty mentors when they join .

Weekly meetings happen reviewing their

academic path and professional growth . A

plethora of skills get enhanced in the entire

process of academic mentoring . 

CHRIST-Commerce Career Development Cell

was established in December , with an

objective to create promising career

opportunities for students in reputed

corporations , nationally and internationally . 

INDUSTRY MOU’S DURING 2020-2021

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed with Grant Thornton Bharat LLP for

academic association for the program MSc Finance and Analytics introduced in 2021 . The

second one was signed with Equity Levers World Pvt Ltd for Capstone Simulations for the

benefit of both UG and PG students .

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS

The students from the School had appeared for professional exams of Global and Indian

professional bodies and cleared different levels of examinations .
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Professional 
body/exam

Level No of students
cleared

ACCA Strategic Business

Reporting

1

CIMA UK BA2 & Operational Level 4

Chartered Institute of

Securities & Investment

(CISI , UK)

International 

Introduction to Securities

& Investment

3

Institute of Management

Accountants

CMA Program

Scholarship

2

Company Secretary CSEET November 2020 16

Insurance Institute of

India (III)

Licentiate Level 14
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“We at Christ are not only made to thrive and excel

academically but also holistically . The university has a great

environment and provides numerous learning opportunities ,

both academic as well as co-curricular . In this one-year

journey of mine , Christ has given me a lot . I have learnt a lot ,

be it working as a team or leading my class which I never

thought I could , but all thanks to the teachers who have

always been a great support .”

The course has provided me ample opportunities to grow

even with all the hard times we 've been through in our first

year . Being able to study valuable courses like ACCA and

ADSE Insurance right from our first year of graduation , will

propel my career to greater heights . Dealing with core

subjects like audit , taxation , and accounting right from the

beginning unlocks the hidden potential of every finance

enthusiast including me . Added to the liberal and open

environment of college , I couldn 't have been more grateful to

be a part of the institution .
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STUDENT REVIEWS

Utkarsh Jain
BBA  Finance  and

Accountancy

(First  Year )

Pragati  Budhiraja
BCOM  (Honours )

(First  Year )

Kavya Ramani
BCOM  (Professional )

(First  Year )

In the course of my B .Com (Professional) program , I was

exposed to a wide range of viewpoints and inputs which

encouraged me to connect , analyze , and debate with people

from all walks of life . The course and programme , in my

opinion , carve the latent talent within me , leading to holistic

growth . Each day was a new learning opportunity for me as a

member of this world-class institution . I had the chance to

learn about myself and explore it , I truly feel blessed to be a

part of this institution .
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I 'm having a great time at Christ University . Teaching , both

online and in person , has been great , and I ’ve always felt

well-supported by both the university and the teachers . The

university has done everything within its means to provide us

with classes and practical demonstration during the Covid-19

pandemic . Everyone ’s circumstances were taken into

consideration , and it is greatly appreciated .

Christ Delhi NCR Campus is an incredible institution

committed to nurture the inherent potential and talent of

each student , creating lifelong learners who will be the

leaders of tomorrow . It fosters individual ’s holistic

development with flourishing personal and professional life

giving a glimpse of how the corporate world works . It has a

vibrant campus and astounding ways to inculcate requisite

knowledge and skills . With our hard-working servant leaders

and quality faculty , Christ aspires to create global citizens

who are innovative and have a strong sense of values .
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Harsh Pareek
BBA  Finance  and

Accountancy

(Second  Year )

Arpith T Sajy
BCOM  (Honours )

(Second  Year )

 

Jeffin Binu
BCOM  (Professional )

(Second  Year )

In the face of adversity , we have a choice . We can be bitter ,

or we can be better . In Christ , the journey throughout the

pandemic has been one of perpetual growth and self-

awareness . The transition to varying circumstances has been

smooth & structured . Being in an environment like Christ

makes resilience easier to accomplish .
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School of
Humanities and Social Sciences



VISION
The Vision of the Department of Psychology is to promote high academic standards and

scholarship in psychology , by creating an optimal and enriching learning environment ,

fostering professional and personal development , and contributing effectively to the

societal needs . 

MISSION
Our mission is to nurture acute self-awareness in our students and encourage them to

embrace the humane values in their vocation .

DEPARTMENT GOALS
Gaining motivation from the university ’s graduate attributes , the department of

psychology aims for its students to demonstrate knowledge in the selected content and

applied areas of psychology . Students of the department demonstrate an understanding of

the APA 'Code of Ethics ' and describe relevant ethical issues within selected content areas .
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Through the cutting-edge courses offered in Psychology in both undergraduate and post-

graduate levels , we integrate scholarship with professional practice and encourage our

students towards careers and life missions that integrate a psychological understanding of

life . 

Department of
PsychologyDepartment of Psychology
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Team Meraki, department annual magazine ,

introduced a theme based digital monthly

newsletter namely Iridescence in the year

2020 . 

The Environment Psychology Lab is an

initiative taken up by the Department of

Psychology to promote an adaptable change

within human nature and interactions . It also

aims to bring a deeper understanding and

connection with our environment through

various campaigns , research projects , and

awareness creations .  
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DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES

E-SYMPOSIUM
Opening up a world of opportunities through online
counselling: Essential skill and ethics

An electronic symposium was conducted titled , ‘Opening up a

world of opportunities through online counselling : Essential

skill and ethics ’ on the 23rd of July from 1 :00 pm to 4 :00pm .

Esteemed panels were Dr . Brigitte Sinclair and Dr . Sebastian

Perumbilly . As a whole , the extensive session gave both

students as well as professors a better insight into how the

online medium of therapeutic intervention can be beneficial

and efficiently used in the current and future times . Not only

did it highlight the importance of adapting and changing the

therapeutic techniques with the changing world , but it also

shed light on the importance of balancing between serving

others and taking care of one ’s self in the midst of the

pandemic .

DEPARTMENT ASSOCIATION

PsyAsso established in the year 2019 , has undergone a digital makeover under the

guidance of faculty mentors Dr . Sneha Saha , Prof . A . Sabu John and Dr . Bhawna Tushir .

Bringing together experiences , knowledge and perspectives from the last year and current

pandemic , the team of highly dedicated student body under the leadership of Ms .

Shreemayee , has utilized the collective ability to apply psychological science in an

attempt to effectively address societal issues . The events of the year 2020-2021 are Online

movie making competition , online song composition competition , Instagram drives for

mental health and suicide prevention day , psychology fest- Cognitia 2021 .
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PANEL DISCUSSION
GENDER EQUITY IN TIMES OF COVID 19

Gender equity , a term sprinkled around in social

media , news channels and other platforms

nowadays , has always played an important role for

every human society . Being in the midst of a

global pandemic , gender equity has been

challenged and also redefined . This panel

discussion was an attempt to understand and

reposition gender equity in a social environment

altered by the pandemic . Panellists included

Advocate Ajay Verma , Ms . Renu Bajpai , Ms . Abha

Bhaiya , Dr . Tissy Mariam Thomas , Dr . Salineeta

Chaudhuri . 

INTERACTIVE SESSION
INFORMED TRAUMA COUNSELLING

Dr . Thomas Pasipanodya , who is working with

Psychological recovery clinic affiliated to Centre for

addiction and mental health (CAMH) Canada ,

interacted with 193 students of MSc Psychology on

12th September , 2020 . He has extensive clinical

experience in working with clients affected by

adverse trauma in many countries . 

 JOY OF STRESS: PERFORMING UNDER PRESSURE

Major impact was seen in the form of viewing stress

from a unique newer perspective especially in the

present COVID Times . Positive impact of the lecture

can be understood from the way students are

adjusting to hybrid mode of teaching and are not

letting it stress them out or reduce their academic

performance . Students shared experiences of how

useful they found learning the art of breathology

and how they enjoy practicing it . Students further

expressed the desire of another longer session with

the same speaker especially in the form of a

workshop . 
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TEMPERAMENT: MEASUREMENT, STRUCTURE
STABILITY AND CULTURAL CORRELATES

Temperament is the tendency to react to and then

regulate those reactions to stimuli in certain ways

which is subject to the environment . The goal of the

webinar conducted by Prof . Putnam was to describe

the influence of culture on temperament , its

measurement and stability across different factors . Dr .

Samuel Putnam is the professor and chair of the

department of psychology of the Bodwoin College , US .

Along with Maria Gartstein of Washington State

University , he is directing the Joint Effort Toddler

Temperament Consortium (JETTC), a study involving

researchers from 14 countries who have gathered data

on parents ' goals for socializing their children , the daily

activities in which children participate , and children 's

social and emotional behavior . His other current effort

is the Global Temperament Project (GTP), which aims

to coordinate data collected by over 100 researchers in

over 30 countries to gain a comprehensive perspective

on how children differ around the world .
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MINDFULNESS RESILIENCE IN PANDEMIC TIMES

Dr . Christopher Willard (Psy .D), who is a psychologist

and a professor at Harvard Medical School , interacted

with the students of psychology on 22nd September

2020 . He currently serves on the board of directors at

the Institute for Meditation and Psychotherapy , and is

the president of the Mindfulness in Education Network .

He concluded the session with an analogy of a bottle

which had glitter at the bottom . When the bottle is

triggered there is disturbance in the environment , the

glitter floats and looks chaotic . And then when the

bottle is kept still , there is no disturbance in the

environment , the glitter settles down and it becomes

clear again . Here the glitter represents our thoughts .

Whenever there is distress , our body and thoughts can

be overwhelming . Practicing mindfulness helps us to

be calm which in turn improves our thoughts which in

turn helps us look at the bigger picture .
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WEBINAR
Emotional Wellbeing during the COVID 19 Pandemic

On 27th of April , 2021 , A webinar was conducted by the

department of psychology on the

topic “Emotional Wellbeing during the COVID 19

Pandemic”. The session was led by Dr Krishan K Sony ,

Assistant Professor , Department of Psychiatry ,

Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and

Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh . Dr . Sony has previously

worked with many highly esteemed universities such as

the National Brain Research Centre (NBRC), Manesar ,

Kasturba Medical College Manipal Academy of Higher

Education , Manipal , and the Institute of Human

Behavior and Allied Sciences (IHBAS), Delhi . 

WORKSHOP 
Patriarchy in our Homes and Role of
Education

The session organized by the Department of

Psychology on 19th August 2020 was a

spotlight on the prevailing norms and

pervasive patriarchy that has strongly

embedded itself such that it is growing to

take more varied and profound forms . Kamla

Ji is a social worker , an ardent writer and an

articulate orator . She is the face of change ,

rebellion and that binds a multitude

irrespective of gender , for , she is a Feminist . 

PSYCHO-ONCOLOGY

The workshop was conducted in an online mode for MSc Counselling Psychology (IV

Semester) students . A total of 31 students attended the workshop . The workshop-oriented

students towards an emerging field – psycho-oncology . The resource person discussed

about the major issues brought in by cancer patients in the counselling sessions as well as

issues related to care giver were also discussed in the workshop . Case discussions took

place for better understanding of the concepts . 
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PROBLEM SOLVING THERAPY IN THE INDIAN
CONTEXT

An online workshop was conducted titled “Problem

Solving Therapy in the Indian Context” on the 24th

of April , 2021 from 9 :00am to 1 :00pm . It was

successfully organized by the department of

Psychology , School of Humanities and Social

Sciences , CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi

NRC and coordinated by Professor Kavan . The

attendees for this workshop consisted of students

pursuing their Masters ’ degree specialising in

clinical psychology . The resource person for the

same was Dr . Kanika Malik who is a clinical

psychologist trained at IHBAS and NIMHANS . She is

currently working as a program director for school

mental health and as a clinical psychologist at

Sangath . The main objective of this workshop was

to orient students to the topic of problem-solving

therapy .

INDUSTRIAL VISITS

VISIT TO GAUTAM BUDHA NAGAR PRISON
 

Postgraduate students of MSc . Counselling Psychology and Clinical Psychology , studying in

CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi- NCR visited the Gautam Budha Nagar prison ,

along with their supervisor Mr . A . Sabu John , Dr . Ridhima and Dr . Surekha . The basic

premise of the visit was to provide the students an exposure beyond mere classroom

learning and acquaint them with the real-world settings and make them better prepared

for their Internships beginning in June . 
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VISIT TO SHANTI ASHRAM

As part of Multicultural Counseling Skills

(MPC251N) a 'Discernment Journey ' to Shanti

Ashram , Sarita Vihar had been planned . It is an

organisation that helps individuals who are

destitute and unable to care for themselves .

The organisation provides them with a healthy

atmosphere comprising of food , clothing ,

medicines and medical care . It is a unique

opportunity to interact with a group of people

who have faced many hardships . This

interaction strengthened our understanding of

the meaning of life .

STUDENT CARE

Department of Psychology School of

Humanities and Social Sciences has organised

a 5 Days ’ Workshop on Yoga for Wellness from

8th February- 12th February , 2021 6 :00- 7 :00

AM as part of Lifestyle and Wellness Series .
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STUDENT REVIEWS

As someone who has had very little exposure to psychology as a

field of study , l believe that CHRIST Delhi NCR campus has done a

wonderful job at helping me understand everything there is to

the field . The professors have been helpful and have been open to

all kinds of questions . The purpose is to equip the students with

all necessary knowledge and make the students exposed to

different types of scenarios . 

Vaisakh
BSc  Psychology

(Honours )

(First  Year )



CHRIST Delhi NCR ’s Department of Psychology truly proves as a

great experience for us all . The comprehensive lessons

supplemented with exposure ranging from talks by experts in the

field to visits allowed us to apply our theoretical knowledge in

practical settings . The department has definitely opened several

areas in this field that I am eager to explore . 

The department of psychology at CHRIST Delhi NCR has taken

great interest in ensuring that students from all backgrounds and

fields acquire a working understanding of the basics of

Psychology . Moreover , we the students have been given multiple

opportunities to practically witness what is taught in the class .

This has effectively increased my personal interest in the subjects

that I have chosen to study and has made learning much easier .
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Varghese John
BA  PSENG

(First  Year )

Ketaki Singh
MPCL

(First  Year )

Athul Raj
MPCO

(First  Year )

The psychology department at CHRIST Delhi NCR campus allows

students to get practical understanding and theoretical

knowledge . Adding to this , several guest lectures , hands-on

training , and meetings have personally helped me to learn beyond

what we learn in our classrooms . As a result , these experiences

have enabled me to grow academically and personally . 
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VISION
“Our vision is not just of economic growth, but also of a growth which would improve
the life of a common man.” 

         – Manmohan Singh

The Department of Economics enriches the lives of its students by imparting knowledge on

the ground of theoretical and applied learning . The Vision of the Department of Economics

is to provide a pedestal where students interested in economic research , policymaking ,

and development can get a firsthand experience to learn and grow while walking along

the path of excellence and service . 

MISSION
The mission is to promote the talents of its individuals and to imbibe the qualities of

professionalism , servant leadership , and humility amongst the leaders of tomorrow . It also

aims to transform the pioneers of the field to be adaptively humble and students uniquely

identifiable .
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Department of Economics
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THE ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION 

“Where goals become reality” is the spirit of

HURRIKEYNES , the Economics Association of

CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR .

The association aims to provide a platform

where pioneers of the field can engage in

productive economic discussions . Under

industry experts ’ guidance and learned faculty

members , students are guided to explore

research and development . Promotion of Co-

curricular activities and active servant

leadership skills are the pillars of the

Association . The association conducted several

events starting from The Inauguration

Ceremony of the association for the Academic

year of 2020-21 to Confictiria : An argumentative

essay writing competition , which the entire

university truly anticipated . The Library and

Information centre collaborated with the

Association to host a Book talk on “Emerging

Giants : India and China in the World Economy”,

moderated by an esteemed faculty member of

the department , Jitender Bhandari , PhD

programmes/webinars (Associate Professor). 

DEPARTMENT GOALS 

The goal of the department of economics is to help the students comprehend the working

of the economy at both micro and macro levels while analysing the theoretical and

practical aspects of the science of economics . The department aims to enable the students

with the skills to analyse statistical data , link concepts , and critically assimilate policy

formation processes , and formulate their viewpoint based on economic . The department

strives to ignite the passion for the quantitative and qualitative aspects of research in our

students and equip them with the skills to undertake research projects . 
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THE DEPARTMENT NEWSLETTER

An integral parallel to the Economics Association is the Departmental bi-monthly Newsletter ,

Oikos . With the aim of “seeing economy under the magnifying glass”. The newsletter caters to

the creative , literary and research talented of the students . The initiative of “Humans of CHRIST”

helps the students to give a voice to the stories of the unsung heroes of the campus . Oikos

strives to stimulate the inquisitive minds of the readers with well-articulated articles , crosswords

and spectacular comics , based on themes concerning Economics of education , Economics of

festivals , and The Road to Recovery : balancing the health sector and the economy as a whole

and many more . The section of Eco Chronicle never fails to surprise the readers , making the bi-

monthly newsletter a victory for the department . 

Urbanization Trends in India
and its link with Indian

Economic Performance By Dr

Mahalaya Chatterjee , Professor ,

Centre for Urban Economics

Studies , Calcutta University .

Workshop on Life Skills:
Gender Differences In Mental

Health Problems Among

Adolescents & the Role of Social

Support by Prof . Kamalika Datta

Das , Principal Nursing Officer ,

College of Medicine Sagore Datta

Hospital , Kolkata .

 
WORKSHOPS  

The Department of Economics

conducted a plethora of workshops ,

events , webinars , seminars ,

industrial visits , co-curricular and

extracurricular activities . Each event

was particularly following the vision

and mission of the department ,

with the inspiration to maximise the

horizon of the course outcomes . 
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DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES 

“The Quality of life is determined by its
activities.” 

- Aristotle
 

To ignite the spirits of life and break the

monotony of the occupied routine . The

Department of Economics organised a

plethora of goal-oriented activities for the

students . Such activities aim to rekindle the

thought process of the leaders of tomorrow

and thereby enhance their learning

outcomes .
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CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMMES/WEBINARS

Soft Skills : PRISM-Personality Development(s) by the Department of Economics , school of

humanities and social sciences by Dr Rashmi Saba , an Educationist & Life Skills Trainer and

Director-Fidra Sports & Production Pvt . Ltd

The fluidity of Gender : Changing Gender Roles and Identities by Ms Aratrika Bose , Research

scholar , Department of Languages , CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR .

 
     

GUEST LECTURES

Importance and Application of
Economics in the Legal Field by Dr .

Ramratan Dhumal , Assistant

Professor , Symbiosis Law school ,

Symbiosis International (Deemed to

be University), Pune , Maharashtra ,

India

Economics of Competition Law by

Mukul Sharma (Joint Director-

Economics), Competition

Commission of India 

Inflation and Monetary Policy by

Prof . Soumen Sikdar , IIM Kolkata .

 
 INDUSTRIAL VISITS

Five days Faculty Development Program on Introduction to Quantitative and Qualitative

Analysis with special reference to Atlas Ti by Dr Manas Ranjan Pradhan , Indian Institute of

Population Studies (IIPS), Mumbai .

Christite 2021
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

“Education is not the learning of facts but
the training of the mind to think.” 

-Albert Einstein
 

The students of the department are

encouraged to participate in different co-

curricular activities . The achievements from

such activities add a silver lining to their

elegant persona and cater to their

personality and skill development . The

students bring pride to the department by

participating at University , National , and

International levels . Plentiful students have

exceeded in the co-curricular fields by being

a part of different university-level student

bodies such as CSA , SWO , CICC , CAPS ,

Culture Team , DEBSOC .

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
IMPORTANCE 

“Activities that seem to represent the
choices are often inert reproductions of
accepted practise.”

 - Shoshana Zuboff
 

The Teachers day celebration was a

heartwarming moment for the faculty as well

as the students . Memento-Thank you cards

indeed touched the hearts of the beloved

faculty members . 

 

The department pays a due ode to Ecological

sustainability ; to mark the same , we

conducted a Tree Plantation Drive in March

2021 .   
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STUDENT CARE 
 
"My teacher gave me the best gift of all: Believing in me!” 

                                              – Heidi McDonald
 

The Department of Economics takes pride in sharing a healthy Student-Faculty equation

guided by the tombstones of an immediate feedback system , mutual respect , and

accordance with the common goal of excellence and service . The novel mentor-mentee

initiative ensures that Students ’ personal and academic growth is carefully monitored and

observed by the respective mentors . The thought-provoking discussions during the classes

and beyond the class hours are a feather to the cap of the Department . The explanation of

the relationship shared by the Department is beyond the domain of words ; however , to

choose of a few , it could be uniquely described as ‘one happy family . 
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Yash Bhogaonkar
MA  

Business  Economics

(First  Year )
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STUDENT REVIEWS

Tracing down the path of Humanity 

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR is an institution that

aims at the holistic development of an individual . The institution

strives to make an effective contribution to society in a dynamic

environment . With excellence and services as its Mission , the

institution and the department channels the humanitarian aspect

of learning , thereby yielding world citizens who are professionally

efficient and culturally equipped . Such are the virtues that the

institutions imbibe in their students , faculty , and staff .
Muskan Bansal

BA  EPS

 (First  Year )

The Vivid Narrative of Excellence 

One thing that defines the faculty of the Department of

Economics of CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR is

‘Coherence and Experience. ’ The faculty members are well versed

with the subjects and are well aware of the practical element of

the discipline. The application of theoretical models to real life is

fundamental to their delivery of concepts . The concepts are

neatly related to the current situation of Covid-19 and the related

economic issues that came along with it . The right blend of

Qualitative and Quantitative learning approach widens the

outcomes of the course and thus , distinguishes the department

programmes/webinars/webinars and its students among any

learning individual of the field.                                                             

 
Ekta Maheshwari

BA  Economics

(Honours )

(Second  Year )

 

                                                        

The objectives define the exuberance of our outcomes

The Department of Economics truly stands on its vision , i .e. , “Establish

an identity as a department of a high standard in teaching and

research in Economics .” The course curriculum equips the students

with the necessary technical skills to meet the pace of the growing

industrial expectations . The department makes certain that the

curriculum offered is in keeping with the demands of the time. The

syllabus has a striking balance between theory and application. The

curriculum not just focuses on Economics but also gives learning of

other relevant subjects , which helped me gain knowledge of other

interdisciplinary areas . The guest lectures , seminars , workshops , and

competitions organised by the department father enhance learning

outcomes . 
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Priyank Nagpal
BSc  Economics  

(Honours )

(First  Year )  

 

She Abode of Excellence and Service

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR is a nurturing

ground for aspiring professionals . The Campus is brimming with

opportunities concerning research , co-curricular , academics ,

entrepreneurship , sports , extra-curricular , and various forms of

art and literature. Every Individual is trained to be a servant

leader of tomorrow. The institution has focused on the creation

of global citizens with a holistic and positive attitude towards

life. Such is the Campus environment through the lens of an

Undergraduate Student of the University.
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Aishwa Patnaik
BSc  Economics  

(Honours )

(First  Year )  

 

 

Everything that glitters is gold at CHRIST (Deemed to be

University)

 

CHRIST (Deemed To Be University), Delhi NCR is an abode of

excellence . To draw a vivid narrative of its campus , it could well

be equated to the gates of heaven . The campus is equipped with

technologically advanced digital setups . The garden of the

campus blooms with flowers and the spirit of happiness , love and

compassion . It is a home to many species of birds and other

domesticated animals which makes it an embodiment of grace

and beauty . 
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VISION

Towards critically reading Self , Society and the Imagined .

MISSION

The Department of Languages aspires to promote an intellectual climate through artistic

creation , critical mediation and innovative ideation in a culture of reciprocal

transformation .

DEPARTMENT GOALS

The Department of Languages , in consonance with its mission statement , is committed to

promoting an intellectual climate through artistic creation , critical mediation and

innovative ideation . It inculcates among its students a critical reading of the self , the

society and the imagined with the aim of molding them into responsible and socially 
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Department of Languages
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HERITAGE WALK

Keeping in mind the vision and mission of the

department , which is to inculcate and promote

artistic creation and innovative ideation , Department

of Languages organized a ‘Heritage Walk ’ to

Shahjahanabad in Old Delhi , for the Undergraduate

Students on 26 February 2021 . The idea was to show

students the rich heritage of old Delhi through its

bazaars , foods and monuments . The students spent

time looking at the rich architecture of the Fathehpuri

Masjid . The group also visited the Sheesh Ganj

Gurudwara , which was very peaceful and , the students

attended the prayer and spent time over there . They

also visited Nayi Sarak , where all new and used books

are sold at cheaper prices . Students had a variety of

delicious street foods from Paratha wali Gali and local

streets . The day ended with a visit to the Red Fort .

They were mesmerized by the majestic beauty of the

fort and the teachers explained the history of the

places they visited . 
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sensitive citizens . The department facilitates their holistic development by building

emotional , academic , social , professional and global competencies . The department

aspires to create a nuanced understanding of canonical and non-canonical literary and

cultural texts , their social milieu for an engaged and enduring understanding of life .

DEPARTMENT ASSOCIATION

Divinity , the Association of the Department of Languages , CHRIST (Deemed to be

University) was started in September of 2020 when the pandemic was raging It was started

with two major goals : helping the students enhance their academic and co-curricular

skills . This meant conducting not only talks and lectures but also widening their world view

by organizing movie screenings . It provides a safe space for students to organize and

participate in various cultural  events as well as foster a healthy competition among them .

Though one of the youngest associations of the university , Divinity aims to nurture the

creative talents and abilities of students and plans to expand rapidly so as to provide a

platform for the students to showcase their talent and learn . 
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FDP ON RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION IN ENGLISH
STUDIES ( 4 - 9 DECEMBER 2020 )
The Department of languages , CHRIST (Deemed to be

University), Delhi – NCR organised a six-day long

internal Faculty Development Programme on

‘Research and Publication in English Studies ’ for the

benefit of the members of the faculty and research

scholars . The programme was conducted by Mrs .

Prabha Zacarias , Mrs . Vinothini M , and Dr . Merlyn

Sharma . Different experts pooled from various

institutions enlightened the participants on how to

initiate research and publish well-articulated research

papers on their specialization . On Day 1 , Sis . Patricia

Michelle , Niscort Media College , discussed on

Research on Contextual Communication elaborated

on the communication patterns , and the

communication environment . Dr . Albert P Rayan , in

the second day of the FDP (05th Dec . , 2020)

deliberated upon Research Ethics . On the third day

(07th Dec . , 2020) of the FDP , resource person , Dr .

Aneeta Rajendran from the University of Delhi talked

about Research Writing and the Classroom . She

shared how the classroom can be converting into a

research platform , discussed her own experience of 
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A TRIBUTE TO PINK : CELEBRATING WOMEN'S DAY

Divinity , the association of Department of Languages ,

CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR , invited

students to participate in a few creative competitions

which are directed towards generating a discussion by

addressing some of the burning issues related to the

alternate ‘fair ’ gender on the glorious occasion of

Women 's Day i .e . , 8th March to pay a tribute to

womenkind . It included Essay Writing , Slogan Writing

and Book Jacket Design . The competition also aimed

to pay a special tribute to the alternate gender

identities in our pursuit for inclusivity .

DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES
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initiating classroom research , involving students , generating data . The fourth day (08th

Dec . , 2020), Ms . Shreya Chakraborty from Bloomsbury Publications evaporated upon Book

Proposal Template and Nuances of Book Proposal and Book Manuscript . The last of day

(09th Dec . , 2020) the resource person was Dr . Saira Banu , from Fatima College , Madurai .

Prof Banu begins the lecture on Language and Eco Studies : Towards Green Research by

informing the possibilities of introducing on Eco Studies .

The one-week National Faculty

Development Programme organized by

Department of Languages brought

contemporary literary theories into

discussions by eminent experts from various

National , State and Central Universities

from India and Dr . Benzigar convened the

FDP . Prof . K Lavanya from EFL University ,

Hyderabad talked about the Literary

Enquiries and about negotiating the

meaning in the text . Prof . J John Sekar ,

Dean- The American College , Madurai

discussed Misperceptions and

Misconceptions of Literary Theories . Prof .

John Sekar stressed on the necessity of

introducing new courses and converting

classroom experiences into research . 

On the third day of the FDP , Prof . R Joseph

Ponniah , from NIT Trichy deliberated on

Language acquisition from its biolinguistics

perspective . Dr . Vivek Singh , Banaras Hindu

University discussed the question of

disability highlighting the meaning and

approaches to disability studies . Prof . Suja P

Kurup from Kerala University , Trivandrum

brought insight into Posthumanism studies

scaling the approaches from the early

advocates to the new practitioners of the

theory . On the sixth day of the FDP , Prof .

Priya K Nair from Kerala State Education

Council , Kerala enlightened the participants

on the Dimensions of Gender in a Techno

capital society . 
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME ON CONTEMPORARY LITERARY THEORY : A
VOYAGE INTO THE UNTRODDEN RELAMS : ( 1-7 MARCH 2021 )
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WORKSHOP

The Department of Languages organized a Two-

Day Workshop on Cinematography & Editing on

April 8-9 , 2020 , and the resource person was Mr .

Rajat Kumar , who is a Filmmaker . The two-day

workshop highlighted the technical aspects of

film making which includes Shot Listing and

Designing , Editing , Film Stock edition , Editing

software and post production . The workshop

was rich in content and was extremely

beneficial to the MA English with

Communication studies students . 

LECTURES

TIn this academic session , the Department

organized various lectures on the theme of

nature , and celebrated less acquainted days to

impart a discussion on preserving the nature

and appreciating the flora and fauna around us .

On World Wetlands Day (2nd February 2021), Dr .

Anil Kumar , Assistant Professor of Languages ,

delivered a lecture and discussed the

importance , characteristics and various

wetlands around the world . The department

also organized a talk with the UG students on

the occasion of World Wildlife Day which is

celebrated on 3rd March every year . The session

was conducted by Dr . Anil Kumar . The session

discussed various points about the significance

of wildlife to human beings for economic value ,

for medicinal purpose , agriculture use and for

cleaning of the ecosystem An event on World

Water Day which is celebrated every year on

22nd March 2021 was organized to create

awareness of water for the younger generation .

Ms . Vinothini M , Assistant Professor of

Languages delivered the World Water Day

lecture . The session emphasized the origin ,

development , and purpose of World Water Day . 
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WEBINAR

On 22nd August 2020 , the Department of

Languages at Christ (Deemed to be)

University , Delhi NCR , organized a virtual

webinar on the topic “Relooking Partition of

India through Contemporary Narratives”. The

webinar was conducted in order to acquaint

the students about the historical importance

of 15th August 1947 and to remind them that

it was not just an Independence Day for the

country but also brought with it the pain

and horrors of Partition . The esteemed

speakers for the webinar were Dr . Nikhila HS

Associate Professor , Department of Film

Studies and Visual Communication , EFLU ,

Hyderabad and Prof . Dr . Gopal Ji Pradhan ,

Professor , School of Letters , Ambedkar

University , Delhi . The highlight of the

webinar was the video by a Partition

survivor , Mrs . Adarsh Bajaj , narrating the

horrors of Partition and the pain of

migration . The video was followed by a

comprehensive discussion on the new

discourse of Partition , “Historiography of

Partition : Considering Films” by Dr . Nikhila H

S . Elaborating the discussion further , Prof .

Gopal Ji Pradhan conversed on the use of

language while discussing the event of

Partition . 

CO-CURRICULAR

Visual texts are cultural productions which

can be investigated and learnt from . To

inculcate a sense of thinking from the 

 movies and documentaries , the department

organizes movie screenings related to

course and critiquing the visual texts . The

screenings are generally followed with a

discussion and reviews about the same . This

inculcates a sense of critical thinking and

imbibing the art of critiquing as the

students of literature . 
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With the aid of online testing tools , students ’ awareness of using natural resources

effectively was analyzed , followed by different suggestions to use the same in an elevated

way . The problems of overusing water and the position of future generations were

incorporated in the talk .
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EXTRA - CURRICULAR

REPUBLIC DAY

‘Nation Before self ’ , this year ’s Republic Day was

celebrated by the Department of Languages in

collaboration with the Department of Psychology . The

programme was live streamed on YouTube where

student dance and singing performances was

showcased in the glory of the nation . The event also

included a group song by the faculty members of

Psychology and Languages .  

BHASHA UTSAV

The Department of Languages organized Bhasha Utsav

and Ethnic day at the Delhi NCR campus on 20th

March 2021 . It was a highlight of the year where the

entire campus came together to celebrate the diverse

cultures and ethnicities of our students and staff . The

college premises were decorated with flowers and

rangolis .Started with a colorful procession where all

the departments in the University participated 
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with rigor , the customary drum beatings by

our director Father Dr . Viju PD , Father

Sunny Joseph and Dr . Merlyn Sharma ,

Coordinator of the Department of

Languages marked the beginning of the

cultural performances by Christites and

professionals . Dhol and Chenda

performances by the professionals stole the

show . The event also included ethnic dance

competition , where each group performed ,

and mesmerized the audience with their

performances . The students , by the end ,

break into dance , as DJ Damian played and

mixed the tunes . The atmosphere of the

college was cheerful and amidst the

pandemic , it was a relief . 
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STUDENT CARE
 

Mentoring is an important activity in the

Department of Languages and it is designed

to connect the students with their teachers

as mentors . It is one-to-one mentor-mentee

student care session on a weekly basis

wherein mentors engage in academic

interactive session and personal

achievements interactions as well . Mentors

facilitate academic and goal-oriented

interactions and provide guidance on

research activities , development of research

interests , future career plans and more .

These sessions also help in problem solving

related to academics and personal care . 
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The past year with CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR

campus , made me realize the true meaning of holistic education .

Every day for me was a new chance to grow as an individual , giving

equal importance to academic activities and co-curricular

activities . Life amidst a pandemic was not a smooth sailing boat for

many of us , but the academic progression was well-maintained by

the supportive faculty members and student friendly management .

The course is well structured , targeting all the key areas that are of

importance while ensuring the practical exposure for subjects that

demand it . The department further conducts webinars and

association activities that helps the students discover their areas of

interest and showcase their talents . The on-campus experience was

furthermore elevated with the state of art facilities , right from a

well curated library to jam room and cafeterias . As a hosteler ,

being on campus and within the Christ facility ensures safety and a

peaceful environment to go back to everyday .

My favorite part of being a postgraduate student at CHRIST

(Deemed to be university), Delhi NCR is the experience to interact

with students from different countries which embraced my social

and personal skills . Despite the pandemic situation and online

classes , the Department of Languages did their best to provide and

facilitate us with many extracurricular activities to cultivate talent

and develop one ’s personality . Republic Day , 2021 was an honor as

an international student to show my gratitude and be a part of the

event with so many other events , extra-curricular and co-curricular

within the department . I am certain that these interactive

activities are important for educational attainment in terms of

benefits you will reap in the future .

Student Reviews

Alla Mohammad
MA  Engl ish  with

Communication  

Studies  (First  Year )

Anu Devadas
 MA  Engl ish  with

Communication  

Studies  (First  Year )
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CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR and its professors

have given excellent opportunities to excel not only in

academics , but in extra-curricular activities as well . I am

grateful for the immense support and understanding that the

professors have exhibited during Covid-19 pandemic . As the

education shifted to online mode , the classes and assignments

were mapped out in such a fashion that did not burden the

students . With its holistic education , I was exposed to new

challenges and experiences which improved my skills and

enhanced my knowledge . Various events have pushed me to

explore outside of my comfort zone . It has allowed me to

discover my potential and put it to the best use . The University

offers abundant opportunities for one to grab and make the

best out of it .

Dhruvi Shah
MA  Engl ish  with

Communication  

Studies  (First  Year )
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School of Law

 

DEPARTMENT GOALS
 

School of Law , CHRIST (Deemed to be University) (SLCU), Delhi NCR  is a dynamic and

progressive Law School situated in Ghaziabad (National Capital Region). SLCU is considered

one of the most prestigious Law schools in the country , offering BCI approved Five Year BA

LLB (Honours .), BBA LLB (Honours .) and  PhD Programme . At SLCU , the emphasis is on

providing our students with a more holistic educational experience . The core curriculum is

taught by experienced faculty members and is complimented by well-structured co-

curricular  and extra-curricular activities

DEPARTMENT ASSOCIATION 

MOOT COURT SOCIETY
Moot Court Society at School of Law has a vibrant and active mooting culture . The Moot

Court Society (MCS) is a student committee , which works under the guidance of faculty

coordinators . The primary goal of MCS is to provide all students of SLCU an opportunity to

develop advocacy skills , legal drafting skills and research . In order to achieve this objective

MCS organizes various events through the year .
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MOOT COURT PRIMER

MOOT COURT PRIMER for the first-year students of Law

pursuing BA/BBA LLB programme was organized with an aim

to inculcate essential mooting knowledge to the students . The

event was organized on 14 August , 2020 from 1 :30 pm to

3 :30 pm on WebEx platform . All the first-year students of

of BALLB and BBALLB participated in the event .

.

INTRODUCTORY MOOT COURT COMPETITION

Apart from organising a primer for all the students in general ,

the society provides the freshers with an exclusive chance to

get inducted in the society through the Introductory Moot

Court Competition . A dynamic Introductory Moot Court

Competition for the First Year students on 17  and 18 

 September 2020 . 

INTERNAL NATIONAL RANKING ROUND
(INRR)

In furtherance of assisting in distribution/

allocation of external Moot Court

Competitions within India , the teams

participate in this event and based on their

performance in the INRR the competitions are

allotted to them . Internal National Ranking

Round (INRR) Moot Court Competition for law

Students on 29 - 31 October 2020 . The three-

day event was a blend of fun , learning ,

competing and enriching oneself
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ANNUAL EVENTS
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1ST VIRTUAL NATIONAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION
2021

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi-NCR

hosted its first Virtual National Moot Court

Competition which was also the first National-level

Moot Court Competition organised by the Delhi

NCR Campus . The event was conducted virtually

from 4 to 6 March 2021 and saw a handsome

participation from institutions all over India . The

competition was themed on Constitutional Law .

The runner ’s up prize was awarded to TC-7 i .e . ,

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Bangalore who

were awarded ₹10 ,000/- with a Certificate and a

subscription of Law Skills Courses . The winner ’s

trophy was bagged by TC- 25 i .e . Jindal Global Law

School along with ₹15000/- a Certificate , a 1 Month

Manupatra Subscription and a subscription of Law

Skills Courses . The Best Researcher Award was

presented to the researcher of TC- 07 , the Best

Memorial Award to TC-20 and the Best Speaker

Award to Speaker 1 of TC-07
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ACHIEVEMENTS

1 .The team consisting Joe Sebastian , Sakina Anjerwala and Sanskar Dubey won National

Moot Court Competition , 2019 organized by IPEM Institute , Ghaziabad in their first year of

law .                     

2 .Team consisting Tarun Tripathi , Drishti Rathi and Gitik Chandna won National Moot

Court Competition , 2021 organised by Royal Global University , Guwahati in their second

year of law .
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LEGAL AID SOCIETY

Webinar on ‘Alternative Dispute Resolution:
Challenges and Suggestions’
On 21st August , 2020 School of Law through its Legal

Aid Society virtually conducted an informative

webinar on the relevant subject of “Alternative

Dispute Resolution”. The chief speaker for the day

was Honourable Mr . Shiv Narayan Khare , former

District and Session Court ’s judge and former

secretary of the Madhya Pradesh High Court ’s Legal

Services . 

Legal Awareness Camp at Government
Inter College,  Ghaziabad

A team of 25 students of LAC along with other

faculty members conducted an engaging legal

awareness camp at Government Inter College of

Ghaziabad . The event consisted of a small skit

on women ’s rights performed by students

covering the relevant issues of domestic

violence , consent , reservation among others . 

 The event was also attended by the District Jail

Visitor , Ghaziabad Shri . Mukesh Saini .
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Legal Awareness on Rights of Children

On 28th April , 2021 (3pm to 4pm) School of Law

through its Legal Aid Society virtually conducted an

informative webinar on the relevant subject of Legal

Rights of Children , its associated challenges and

expert views on how to combat these challenges to

ensure a rights-based society and a safe atmosphere

for the children in India . The chief speaker for the

day was Honourable Mr . Atul Kumar Shrivastava , Sr .

Public Prosecutor , Directorate of Prosecution , Delhi .
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Virtual  Legal Awareness Program at Delhi  Public School,  Mathura Refinery
Nagar
On  24th  October  2020 ,  Legal  Aid  Society  of  School  of  Law ,  Christ  (Deemed  to  be

Univers ity )  conducted  an   event  Virtual  Legal  Awareness  Program  to  students  of

Delhi  Public  School ,  Mathura  Refinery  Nagar .  Students  varying  f rom  9th  to  12th

standard  attended  the  awareness  program .  The  motive  of  the  program  was  to  give

a  basic  perception  on  the  legal  f ie ld .  specif ical ly  the  Six  fundamental  r ights

enshrined  under  the  Constitut ion  of  India .  

Orientation Programme - Justice Kurian Joseph
Former  judge  of  the  Supreme  Court  of  India ,  Just ice  Kurian  Joseph  addressing  the

law  students  of  CHRIST  (Deemed  to  be  Univers ity )  Delhi  NCR .



Vaad Vivaad - a Virtual Debate Contest (Contest) 
Vaad Vivaad - a Virtual Debate Contest (Contest) was organised under the aegis of

DISSERO- Debate Society of School of Law , Christ (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR , for

the first-year students , on February 4 , 2021 (Thursday) from 11 .20 AM onwards . The event

was commenced by Dr Surbhi Kapur , the Faculty Convener of the Debate Committee . The

competition was judged by a panel of research scholars and faculty members . After rounds

of rigorous scrutiny by the esteemed judges , Aishwarya Amber won the Competition and

Anushka Dutta bagged the runner-up position .

Vox populi- a Virtual Debate Contest
Vox populi- a Virtual Debate Contest (Contest) was

organised under the aegis of DISSERO Debate Society

of School of Law , Christ (Deemed to be University)

Delhi NCR , for the second-year students , on 23rd

Janurary 2021 , 12 .30-2 .00 PM . The event was

commenced by Dr Surbhi Kapur , Faculty Convener of

the Debate Committee . After rounds of rigorous

scrutiny by the esteemed judges , Karthik A . Gupta ,

Second Year- B .B .A . , LL .B . (Hons .) won the competition

and Kumar Kislay , Second Year- B .B .A . , LL .B . (Hons .)

bagged the runner-up position .
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Debate Society
Dissero , the Debate Society of the School of Law , CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi

NCR , aims to develop and foster amongst its  members ’ qualities like team spirit , diligence ,

dedication and commitment . 

Lex Quiz- Online National
Constitutional Law Quiz Competition
was organised on the occasion of Dr B . R .

Ambedkar Jayanti i .e . , 14th April , 2021

during 1400-1530 hours with SCC Online .

The event was commenced by Dr Surbhi

Kapur , Faculty Convener of the Debate

Committee . A brief introduction about

the event was given by Mr . Joe Sebastian

(Convener) of course name and Mr . Ishan

Verma (Co-Convener) of course name .

The Quiz was proctored online and the

participants were required to keep their

cameras on while attempting the Quiz . It

saw participation from numerous

colleges across India . 
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Cultural Society

The Cultural Society at SLCU promotes

variety of western , folk and classical

dances as well as music . It is one of the

most active society at the School of Law

which keeps on organizing various

activities from time to time and

encourages students to participate in

various cultural events to explore

themselves .

Culture Society of SLCU organized their

annual event De-novo-2020 (a fresh

beginning) in virtual platform due to

pandemic .
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Sports Committee Event– SPORTIFY 2020

School of Law , CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi- NCR organized the annual Sports

Committee Event on 25tht September 2020 from 1 :30 – 4 :00 PM through the Cisco WebEx

Platform . The session was commenced by Mr . Vedansh Tijoriya , Second Year- B .B .A . , LL .B .

(Hons .) and Mr . Aryaman Singh , Second Year- B .B .A . , LL .B . (Hons .). 

This marked the inauguration of the event  SPORTIFY 2020 . It was commenced by the

Convener of Sports Committee Mr . Bhuwan Sood , wherein he briefly discussed the Sports

Committee and introduced the games- Tambola and Sports Quiz . It was further taken by

Co- Convener of Sports Committee Mr . Aryaman Singh of course name who introduced the

Sports quiz . Mr . Mayank Malhotra of course name then hyped the event by hosting the

game Tambola . Lastly , the results were announced by Mr . Bhuwan Sood .

School of Law , CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi- NCR organized the monthly

Sports Committee Event on 10th February , 2021 from 2 :30 – 4 :00 PM in Block-B basement ’s

Activity Centre . The event was commenced by Dr . Avinash Kumar , Faculty Convener of the

SLCU Sports Committee . There were 10 participants in total . Mr . Mayank Malhotra and Mr .

Praney Mehta played the opening match . Gurbaaz and Praney were the finalists and

Praney Mehta won the Table Tennis competition
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At SLCU we frequently invite eminent guest

speakers and strive to grow through active

engagements in the ensuing discussions .

Wisdom learnt through such entourage are

valuable part of our growth in the university . A

Faculty Development Program was organized

during 8th- 14th February , 2021 by Dr

Bhupinder Singh and Dr Surbhi Kapur . The

session commenced with the welcome note

and introduction by Dr Surbhi Kapur followed

by a primer on research by Dr Ramesh Kumar ,

Head of the Department . A total of 120 faculty

from all across the country participated . Each

session ended with vote of thanks by Dr .

Bhupinder Singh .

.

An expert talk was organized under the

banner of Lecture Series 2021 on the topic

of “Professional Communication Skills-

Essential Tips for Budding Lawyers” where 

 the talk was delivered by Umida

Khaydarova , Tashkent State University of

Law , Ministry of Justice , Uzbekistan under

the specific title of Soft Skill training for law

students on 20 February , 2021 from 12 :30-

1 :30 PM . 
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GUEST LECTURES
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The Expert Talk was conducted on 22 January 2021

at 02 :00 pm to 03 :00 pm (IST), through the Cisco

WebEx Platform . The session was commenced

with the introduction of the eminent guest

speaker Mahendra Kumar Verma , Senior

Commandant CISF , Reserve Battalion CISF

Behrore , Alwar , Rajasthan .

An expert talk was organized under the banner of

Lecture Series 2021 on the topic of “Role of

Department of Women and Child Development

in Upliftment of Women” delivered by Ms . Ira

Singhal (IAS), Joint Director , Women and Child

Development , Delhi .
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Expert talk was organised under the banner of

Lecture Series 2021 on the topic of

"International Arbitration : Career Prospects" by

Mr . Chahat Chawla , Associate , Singapore

International Arbitration Centre under the

specific title of Soft Skill training for law

students on 30th March , 2021 from 09 :30 AM .

Total 137 students participated .
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CHRIST (Deemed to be University) is one of the eminent law

colleges in our country . It boasts of a well-equipped infrastructure .

The faculty are highly qualified and knowledgeable . They assist the

students to overcome their doubts and problems . They also play a

key role in organising MUNs , parliamentary debates , and moot

court competitions . This fosters a competitive spirit in the students

striving them to reach new heights . The library is equipped with

indispensable books , exhaustive e-resources , journals and

periodicals , and texts of eminent writers and judges in the field of

law . Societies such as Moot Court , Legal Aid , debating , etc . ,

supervised by distinguished mentors enable students to hone

essential practical skills in a nurturing environment . 
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School of Law , CHRIST (Deemed to be University) has played an

immensely important role in my academic journey by harboring

an environment of supportive and experienced lecturers to

equipping us with relevant library and e-resources indispensable

for academic research . The course curriculum offered here reflects

the current needs and demands of the legal sector .  

STUDENT REVIEWS

 

Surjavo Sen Gupta
BA LLB (Honours)

(Second Year)

Drishti  Rathi 
BBA  LLB  (Honours )

(Second  Year )

CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR is a nurturing ground

for an individual ’s holistic development along with excellent

academic prospects . With one of the best furnished moot court ,

library , lab and highly qualified and experienced facilities , Christ

has always helped the budding young minds . Along with academics

having amazing opportunities in sports , dance and other co-

curricular activities .

Esha Gupta 
BA LLB (Honours)

(First Year)
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CHRIST is one of the premium institutions in Delhi NCR . It has

experienced faculty and the class discussions are also lively . The

curriculum is detailed and up to date . The course offers practical

knowledge by putting theory into practice . Various opportunities

like assistance with research paper writing , moot court and

assisting us in civil services and judiciary examinations are also

given . The college also has many committees operating under it

which provides exposure to all students in all kinds of field . The

faculty here is very helpful , and helps foster a healthy student-

faculty relationship . The university also provides us with good

internships and top-notch placements .

School of Law , CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR has

a student friendly atmosphere all the time and we have very

experienced teaching faculties in our institution . The course

structure has been planned in a student friendly manner by

keeping in mind extracurricular growth of the students . The

university also provides its students the facility of e- library so

that the student can access the data of the university from

anywhere across the globe . Also , the University has a placement

cell which provides for its students , quality internship in top firms

and companies . My overall experience has been great in the

University .
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Albina Sebastian
BA LLB (Honours)

(Second Year)

Vansh Srivastava
BBA  LLB  (Honours )

(Second  Year )

 

CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR campus is a

constituent of the CHRIST (Deemedtobe University), a private

campus located in Ghaziabad . Location is simply the best . All the

teachers are very well-qualified and they teach with a great zeal

and zest . All teachers have good oratory skills and use the latest

technology to enable learning . Even within the pandemic the

university has aided to a great extend to create an ambiance for

learning through virtual classes . 

Bipasha Gupta
 BBA LLB (Honours)

(Second Year)
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To cultivate mathematical thinking among young minds . To prepare students for

graduate training in some specialized areas of computer science , statistics , and

mathematics . 

To prepare students for graduate training in some specialized areas of computer

science , statistics , and mathematics . 

To prepare students for jobs in the industry , business , or government sector .

To provide support courses for students in statistics , mathematics , data sciences , and

other fields requiring computing skills .

OBJECTIVES OF THE DEPARTMENT

VISION
Our vision is “Excellence and Service”.

MISSION
Our mission is to develop a computational scientist with ethical and human values .

DEPARTMENT GOALS
The department of computational sciences , founded in the CHRIST Delhi NCR campus in

2020 , has flourished seamlessly in the past year with a resolute aim of acquainting the

students with various recent technologies in computer science and statistical methods . 

.
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School of Sciences
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DEPARTMENT ASSOCIATIONS

Clubs and associations are a big part of

college life! In the tenure of one year , the

department has introduced three clubs : -

EULIM- The Science Club ; Corporate

Interface Club ; Cultural Club ; staff club . The

students can join these clubs and

associations for many reasons including the

pursuit of individual interests , career

networking opportunities , social

camaraderie .  The students are strongly

encouraged to pursue clubs and

membership opportunities that would help

them enrich their college experience . 

The department also inaugurated its first

Annual Magazine , “STRIDE”. It provided a

record of the department 's activities and

the achievements of faculties , students ,

and alumni , as well as offered interesting

students ’ articles .

DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES

WORKSHOPS
Workshop on “Introspection and Self Goals”

A 7-day workshop was conducted for the students of

the department on “Introspection and Self Goals” by

Jibrael Jos . It was an interactive session in which the

students were taught about the social , holistic ,

interpersonal , team , and academic goals . 

WEBINARS

Webinar on “The Thinking Hat”
A webinar entitled “The Thinking Hat” was organised

for the students of the department on 8th August

2020 . The resource person of the session was Abdul

Kareem MA , Software Engineer , JP Morgan Chase

&Co . The session focused on logical problem solving

and experience sharing of the speaker . The event was

a success under the guidance of Dr . Riya Baby . 
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Webinar on “Importance of Cyber Security
and How to Pursue It?”

The proceedings of the Webinar on “Importance

of Cyber Security and How to Pursue It?” were

organized by the Corporate interface club on 6th

September 2020 under the guidance of Dr . Riya

Baby , Dr . S .Stephen Raj , and Ms . Garima Anand .

The speaker for the session was Ms . Vandana

Verma Sehgal . Keeping in mind the smooth

transition from the physical mode to the online

mode of activities the webinar focused on

creating awareness among the academic and

non-academic staff members to secure

themselves against the potential cyber threats .

The student coordinators of the webinar were

Poorvi Goel and Yagyansh Kapoor from EMS .

Webinar on “Data Science”
The Department of Computational Science brought to

everyone a golden platform to experience the world of Data

Science in collaboration with CETPA Infotech Pvt Ltd . The

webinar was held on 18th January 2021 under the supervision

of Dr . Shilpa Srivastava and Dr . Varuna Gupta . The session ’s

speaker was Mr .Vikas Kalra , senior corporate trainer

specialising in Python . The student coordinator of the

webinar was Vedansh Jain from BCA . 

Webinar on “Scope of Data Science and Artificial Intelligence”

A webinar on the topic 'Data Science and Artificial
Intelligence' was conducted by the department on 4th

March 2021 . The chief guest of the session was Mr . Aayush

Rampal . The webinar started with an insight on how he was

passionate about data science , the myths and gave a clear

idea about Data Science .
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ALUMNI TALK

Alumni Talk by Mr. Akhil Nair
The Department organized an Alumni Talk on the topic 'Data Science and

Artificial Intelligence ' . The chief guest Mr . Akhil Nair , a notable alumnus

took out time from his busy schedule and addressed our session on 24

February 2021 .
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Webinar on “Life Skil ls  for Young Minds”
The Department of Computational Sciences , CHRIST (Deemed to be

University) Delhi- NCR organized a webinar on the topic 'Life Skills for

Young Minds ' on 28th September 2020 . This Webinar was to help us equip

ourselves with life skills that are applicable in all walks of life . The chief

guest of the session was Mrs . Kavita Panyam . The student coordinators of

the webinar were Ajal Paul from CMS and Yagyansh Kapoor from EMS .



INAUGURATION OF SCIENCE CLUB - “EULIM”
The series of events started with the Inauguration of Science Club ‘EULIM ’ in the presence

of Dr . Fr . Viju P .D . and Dr . Karthiya Banu as chief guests . The event was held on 21

September 2020 . The speakers shared their valuable experiences and motivated the

students to promote the field of science by taking part in various science-related activities .

The event was a great success under the guidance of Dr . S .Stephen Raj , Dr . Riya Baby , Ms .

Garima Anand .

CO/EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
The department conducted an 11-day orientation program for beginners from 23 July 2020

to 4 August 2020 . The orientation included- Bridge courses , Alumni Talks , Team building

activities , corporate interactions , online tools training , etc . The students participated in the

program with full enthusiasm and interest .
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DEBATE EVENT BY SCIENCE CLUB-
“EULIM”
In the series of events , the Science club-

“EULIM” organized an online debate

competition for the students of the

department on 9 November 2020 . The

theme of the debate revolved around

Science and Technology , Social Issues , and

Environmental issues . The event was

judged by Prof . Sabu John and Ms . Anna

Reshmy . The student coordinators of the

event were Upal Choudhury and Aishwarya

Krishnan from B .Sc EMS .

QUIZ EVENT BY SCIENCE CLUB-
“EULIM”
An online quiz was organized by the

Science Club-EULIM on 5 October 2020 for

the students of the department . The Event

had 2 rounds- Team Quiz (Team event) and

Crossword (Solo Event). The event

witnessed a lot of participation . The

student coordinators of the event were

Upal Choudhury from B .Sc EMS and Yash

Thakur from BCA .
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GREEN WAVE BY SCIENCE CLUB-
“EULIM”
EULIM , the science club of the department had

organized an environmental awareness

program entitled “Green Wave” on 10 February

2021 . The program focused on showcasing the

importance of plantations and awareness

among young minds . The students were

motivated to plant samplings and trees in their

surroundings and they were asked to share

their videos . In addition to this , three plants

were planted inside the campus under the

guidance of Dr . S .Stephen Raj , Dr . Ashish

Sharma and Dr . Amita Soni .
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POSTER MAKING COMPETITION BY
SCIENCE CLUB- “EULIM”
An online poster-making competition

entitled “Technology and Innovation” was

organized by the science club for the

students of the department on 7 March

2021 . The theme was chosen to demonstrate

the importance of Technology and

Innovation in recent years .
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INTRA DEPARTMENT FEST- “APAROKSHA”

The cultural club of the department organized its debut event – APAROKSHA on 28th

November 2020 . It was a one-day Intra department technical and cultural fest organized

under the supervision of Dr . Varuna Gupta , Ms . Garima Anand , Dr .Amita Soni .  The theme of

the fest was “Spotlight on Influence”. All the students of the department were divided into

3 teams- Alpha , Beta , and Gamma , which competed against each other . In total there were

8 events- Musique Un Eventment (Singing), Nritya Shakti (Dance), Simon Says Draw What?

(Art), Ecoholics (Economics Quiz), Who ’s Got popcorn (Movie), Code sense (coding), walk-in

paradox (Photography), Mind your business (Start-up). 



Students are nurtured , guided , and mentored by a team of eminent faculties and

experienced counsellors in diverse fronts . Mentors and counsellors help students to identify

and develop their interests , abilities , skills , and talents , giving them the influence and

guidance they need to reach their highest potential . During the orientation programme ,

Bridge courses were conducted to make the students familiar with the concepts that they

would be needing during the course tenure . The department has also incorporated a

regular feedback system which helps in knowing the subject-related issues . Various talks ,

expert sessions are organised in order to make the students familiar with the industries .

NATIONAL LEVEL TECHNICAL FEST-
“TECHGENX”

A national-level technical fest-TechGenX was

organised by the department from 23rd - 26th

March 2021 . We were able to witness the

participation from 16 states , 135

universities/colleges across India . The chief guest of

the event was Mr . Ajay Chebbi , Chief Architect , IBM

Software Labs . The event was a great success under

the mentorship of Ms . Garima Anand and Dr .Ashish

Sharma . The students participated in the following

events : - BugBox , Quizination , Mathistics , Emblem

Fashion , Gamer ’s Den , Graphiti , Lens charm , Web

Hunt , Ensemble .
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STUDENT CARE
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“The Department of Computational Sciences has a perfect blend of

technology and learning . It organizes various fests/ events , which

helps the students in overall personality development . With great

mentors and their support , it is an ideal place for a student to

make a mark in the IT world .”

 

STUDENT REVIEWS

Sahil Datta Suryavanshi 
BCA

(First Year)

“Since the time I got into Christ University , I am having an amazing

time . Due to the pandemic , I thought it would be very difficult for

me to achieve the best and gain knowledge about my course in

both modes but the faculty members and the department made

the learning process more interesting and it became accessible to

grasp knowledge while having both practical and theoretical

familiarity with my course . At Christ , I have not only learned about

my course but also gained different perspectives about life and

discovered talent beyond textbooks which made me improve as

an individual in future .”
Shreya Srivastsava 

BSc EMS

(First Year)
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“Being a proud student of CHRIST , I could say that it is an amazing

experience . There is a proper balance between studies , sports , and

other extracurricular activities which help the student in their

overall development . All the faculty members are supportive and

encourage the students in taking part in the activities which are

organized at the campus . Finally , I would like to say that once a

christite , always a christite .”

Aditi Garg 
BCA

(First Year)



“Being the first batch of the department in the campus , we were a

small community , but a close-knit one , hesitant before each stride ,

but confident enough to leave our mark . The department is at its

nascent stage , and that 's what makes it the most enthusiastic , the

hardest working , and the most dedicated , trying to bring out the

best of whatever is available . From the academics to the

extracurriculars , the teachers have always been the support

system , that made us break even the toughest of challenges .”
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 Saumya Sarkar 
BSc EMS

(First Year)

““The Department of Computational Sciences has helped me in

paving my way towards my dreams and ambitions . With highly

qualified and supportive faculty along with Christ ’s state-of-the-art

infrastructure , learning has been an easy and smooth ride for me .”

Upal Choudhury 
BSc EMS

(First Year)
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“I really feel glad to address that our department is one of the

perfect departments which sets a huge platform to the students as

a whole . It has conducted several events and fests and has given us

an immense opportunity to perform in the same which in turn has

helped us in self-expansion and overall growth . I have attained a

great source for development not only in co-curricular activities

but also in a strategic and skillful study .”

Yash Thakur 
BCA

(First Year)



 

“The department of computational science , school of sciences has

been more than just a nurturing place for me to excel as an

individual . The department had offered me various opportunities

to take part in myriad activities all while encouraging me to keep

my academics intact . I ’ve had a shy and quiet personality and

often needed help to make an initiative towards doing something

new and the faculty has always been there to give me a push in

the right direction . The department helped me make a firm

foundation for my academics and interpersonal skills through its

curriculum and activities .”
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Suchismitha Yellishetty 
BSc CMS

(First Year)
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The Centre for Research was established to nurture the research skills of our students .

Through various academic exchange programmes , the Centre aims at establishing the

universal nature of research culture . The Centre has Ph .D . programmes in eight disciplines

with 23 empanelled guides supervising the scholars . There are 10 Full-time research

scholars , and 22 part-time research scholars admitted in the academic year 2020-2021 .

Centre for Research
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PH.D. ADMISSIONS 2020-21

The admission procedure commenced in

June 2020 has enrolled five full time and

nine part time scholars for the academic

year 2020-21 . The second admission

procedure commenced in September 2020

and one part time scholar enrolled in the

Department of Psychology . The third

admission procedure commenced in

December 2020 enrolled five full time and

twelve part time scholars for the academic

year 2020-21 .
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COURSEWORK

The coursework classes for the Ph . D

scholars started online in July 2020 and

January 2021 for the June batch and

December batch respectively . The

coursework has four modules completed

within six months and is facilitated by

faculty members across the disciplines .

This course work helps the scholars to

write the final synopsis to be submitted

and presented at the end of the

coursework . The full time scholars attend

the course work on a regular basis for six

months and the part time scholars attend

the course work for weekends for six

months . The full time PhD scholars of the

University may also be awarded a

Fellowship Rs . 8000/-as per the University

Scheme of JRF/SRF for PhD Scholars . 

REVIEW MEETING AND PROPOSAL
PRESENTATION

Six scholars from the June 2019 batch and

thirteen scholars from the December 2019

batch have completed their Ph .D . Proposal

presentations . The 2020 June and 2020

December batch Ph . D scholars are

currently undergoing the validation of

their proposal presentations and

submission of their Ph . D proposal , subject

to the approval of the Research advisory

committee members .
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WORKSHOP SERIES

The Centre motivates and facilitates the scholars and faculties to cultivate an aptitude for

research , through various academic workshops and webinars . In collaboration with the

library , the Centre conducted five workshops to use the online databases and citations in

the publishing process . These workshops help to get awareness among the faculty

members and scholars on how to use the online database through the RemoteXs platform ,

especially the Jgate , ProQuest , JSTOR .
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Centre for Digital Learning (CDL) is the newest

addition to the CHRIST (Deemed to be University),

Delhi NCR ’s arsenal of world-class facilities .

Inaugurated on 15 February 2021 by our respected

Director Dr . Fr . Viju P Devassy alongside our

campus administrator Fr . Sunny Joseph , it is an

exclusive centre focusing mainly on the

multimedia needs of the university such as

designing media for internal and external

promotion of major happenings of the campus ,

coverage of major seminars , workshops , events ,

and conferences conducted by every department

etc . It also actively manage and monitor the

CHRIST Delhi NCR website , the social Media pages

and blogs .

The centre has a fully functional production house

with separate audio and video studios , backed up

by cutting edge hardware and equipment that

enables us to provide the students and staff

members with top-notch content . 
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Centre for Digital
Learning (CDL)
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·Photography , Videography

·University promotion and advertisements

·Social media and website management

·TV display and blogs

·Designing and post-production work etc .

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES 

Major functions of Centre for Digital

Learning include :
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Centre for Concept Design
(CCD)

VISION
Innovation and Quality . 

MISSION
To create effective communication forms to support the academic community in being

innovative in the pursuit of information .

The goal of the Centre for Concept Design is to make sure that the documents produced

from the University are free of any inadvertent errors . In the Academic year 2020-2021 , The

Centre for Concept Design has been instrumental in the standardization of all documents

going out to the public while making sure that they are in alignment with the CHRIST

branding policy . The centre has handled documents such as brochures , posters ,

certificates , leaflets , newsletters , reports and any other official literature that carries the

university logo for all the departments and other official bodies in the University . The

centre has also coordinated with the design team in the editing process of the website

content as we redesigned the university website . 
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It helps students make proper adjustments in their lives for an improved quality of life , by

motivating them to attend classes regularly , help them prepare for exams and cater to

their psychological needs . 

In the previous academic year (2020-2021), CCHS conducted the Induction Counselling

session virtually for the new batch of students across all programmes . The students were

inducted to the various services that CCHS offers to help students throughout their

academic journey in CHRIST . 

The Centre also started the Peer Education Programme for the 1st batch of 2nd year

students of the Undergraduate Programme . Peer Education Programme is an experiential-

based course , which has evolved from the concept of peer learning . It is a unique skill-

based open elective offered to the third semester undergraduate students , which helps

students achieve 2 credits after the successful completion . The vision of the programme is

to Building an ever growing tribe of students who are grounded and highly motivated

towards creating an environment of Leadership , Respect , Safety , 

The Centre for Counselling and Health Services is an integral part of the university . It is a

student support service which aims to help students adapt and make the best use of the

learning environment . The centre aims to provide a nurturing environment wherein each

student of the university is empowered to face their life challenges and achieve their goals ,

be it academic or personal . 

Centre for Counselling and 
Health Services
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Open communication , and Learning , while being anchored in Humility . The programme

has been running successfully for the past decade in the Central Campus and the Delhi

NCR campus flagged off their 1st batch of Peer Education in the month of September

2020 , virtually , under the guidance of Dr . Fr . Viju P .D . The sessions were taken by external

facilitators and experts in the field of self awareness , managing interpersonal relationships ,

understand sexuality education , and personal safety . The sessions ended with the students

taking 2 formal sessions for their peers on a topic of their choice . It was an interactive

session for the students and the sessions were conducted successfully , with the attendees

also gaining interest in the programme . 

Personal counselling sessions were offered in a virtual mode to the students due to the

ongoing pandemic . It was done in a non-judgemental , empathetic and confidential

manner , giving the student the freedom to express their thoughts , feelings about the

situation that they are facing . Counsellors helped the student felt that they are heard , and

offer their support by hearing them out and helping them find the best possible solution

for their problems . 
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‘Innovation ’ is the new catchphrase of the 21st century which is seen as a means of

converting ideas into new or improved products , processes , and services . Undoubtedly ,

Innovation is used as a way for commercialization via taking inventions to the marketplace

by translating scientific knowledge into products , services , and offerings for economic

growth and social development . 

Christ Innovation & Incubation Centre , (CIIC) Delhi-NCR emphasizes on fostering a

complete ecosystem that will create the discernment of Innovation across the Delhi-NCR

campus from ideas generation to pre-incubation , incubation , and graduating from the

incubator as successful start-ups . In addition , it works on scheming workshops to the

forefront the budding entrepreneurs .

CIIC with the mandate to work closely with our Central campus under Institution

Innovation Cell (IIC) inspires and persuades the inventive , innovative and creative spirit of

our student to toil on new ideas and plans and endorse them to initiate start-ups and

entrepreneurial ventures for economic and social development . It systematically nurture

the students ’ ideas via providing them a culture of creativity and innovation . Also , CIIC

adopts multitudinous modes to ignite their passion and support their vision . 
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Christ Innovation &
Incubation Centre (CIIC)
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To frame vivid creative and innovative eco-systems

To resonate the functions and process of Bangalore Central campus in Delhi-NCR

campus

To arrange sessions and seminars to scout the ideas

Cognitively and financially encouraging the students for start-up ventures .

PRIMARY FOCUS OF CIIC
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Pure Entrepreneurship 

Women Entrepreneurship

Social Entrepreneurship

CORE FOCUS AREA OF CIIC

VISION
To create , foster and engender sustainable

start-ups ecosystem that nurture creativity ,

innovation and socially conscious

entrepreneurs

MISSION
Our devout is towards progression of entrepreneurial culture within the University amidst

students , alumni faculty and aspirants in nearby areas for social development and

economic growth of the communities .

To organize various innovation and entrepreneurship-related activities

To conduct periodic workshops/ seminars/ interactions with entrepreneurs , investors ,

professionals and create a mentor pool for student innovators .

To organize entrepreneurial events like Business plan competitions , idea-challenges etc .

To offer access to high-quality infrastructure and a vibrant community of successful

entrepreneurs , investors and corporate managers to all users of the Centre .

To encourage academic research with the aim of better understanding the

entrepreneurial environment in India and the strategies that are likely to succeed in the

said environment .

To establish a structured mentoring process where a team of experienced mentors offer

their expertise (mentoring/ expert advice) to both current and prospective

entrepreneurs .

FUNCTIONS OF CIIC 
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Honouring the vision and mission of CHRIST (Deemed to

be University), the Student Welfare Office is symbolic of

the university ’s two guiding principles i .e . , ‘Service ’ and

‘Excellence ’ . Comprising six diverse and equally

invigorating wings , the SWO provides a forum for skill

development as well as skill-sharing . Keeping the goal of

holistic development in mind , the SWO serves as a

platform where creativity is nurtured and takes flight . It

teaches individuals skills that are the need of the hour

and empowers them to face the challenges presented in

the real world . 

Student Welfare Office

An organization being mainly ‘of the students , by the

students and for the students , ’SWO and most of its

activities are the literal embodiment of the university ’s

campus culture . The innovative ideas presented by the

members of the SWO simultaneously help in shaping the

campus culture as well . The SWO as an extension of

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) seeks to build and

empower students to become leaders , ensuring that the

future of the world is bright and rests in the hands of

trustworthy individuals , who do not just lead , but are

“servant leaders .”
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To motivate an enormous chain of associations in the branch of Art , Music , Dance ,

Literature and Theatre.

To cooperate with the inner societies like the University Dance Team , Choir , and

University Theatre Team for the execution of occasions .

To principally zero in on sharpening abilities , impart a sense of awareness and

accountability and advance administrative characteristics .

To scatter data and spread mindfulness about the events that are coordinated

throughout the scholarly year among the students through placards , mass crowds and

email .

To ensure the organized working of the inner societies through valid compatibility and a

feature of achievements through valedictory administrations .

DEPARTMENT GOALS

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES 
INDUCTION PROGRAMME

 After a rigorous series of interviews and interactive group discussions , the final members

of the SWO for the year 2020-21 were selected and invited to join the induction

programme held on 29 July 2020 . Owing to the lockdown situation , this year saw a

change , with the event being held online on Google Meet . The event started at five in the

evening with a warm welcome followed by a short prayer , remembering the Lord Almighty .

Elaborate periods of breaks were given to refresh the minds wherein members were shown

videos of team Natyarpana , team Choir and were involved in engaging activities and fun

games .
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DARPAN the Talent Hunts fest of CHRIST is

conducted to discover the uniqueness and

various talents in the students beyond their

classroom experience , to have between

extracurricular activities and academics .

Darpan for 2020-21 was held from 31 August

2020 .

The events progressed extremely well as the

participants showcased their talents from

home during the pandemic , and their

enthusiasm for the competition was

unmatched .This talent hunt enable CHRIST

(Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR to

strengthen their cultural team , the team

that would represent CHRIST in events held

outside the university . The event was

beautifully concluded by the media team

which formulated a closing video .

LITMOSPHERE

 On World Literacy Day , 8 September has been celebrated annually around the globe in

the aim to promote the importance of literacy . Litmosphere 2020 was held at CHRIST

(Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR , through Instagram to encourage the students to let

their inner Shakespeare out . The event consisted of a book review contest from 10

September 2020 to 17 September 2020 , with a lot of exciting twists and turns planned by

our very own SWO members exclusively . Participants had to review a book of their choice

and promote it within 36 hours of posting . The contest received an overwhelming

response . We had Ms . Prabha Zacharias from the Department of Languages , an avid reader

and a passionate literature enthusiast as the judge for the event .

DARPAN
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 CHRIST (Deemed to be

University) held its annual

Teacher ’s Day celebration on 5

September 2020 , commemorating

the birth of Dr S . Radhakrishnan as

well as the hard work put in by all

the teachers . This year , owing to

the lockdown scenario , the event

was held on Cisco WebEx and

made us all realize that while we

may not physically be present in

class , a teacher ’s dedication and

love for the students is not limited

just to the classroom .

A lot of laughter ensued and

the enthusiasm of the teachers

made the activity even more

memorable . The event would

not have been truly complete

without a dance and so with

the combined efforts of the

members of Natyarpana , a

beautiful video was played ,

depicting the student-teacher

relation with all its highs and

lows . Dristhi , the choir and the

art and literary committee

thanked the professors for their

relentless efforts in their own

unique way . At last , the event

came to an end with a thank

you note expressing our

gratitude for our teachers and

also the audience for making

the event a truly memorable

one .

TEACHERS  DAY 
CELEBRATION
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 This Indoor Fest 2 .0 was organized from

21 September to 3 October 2020 , virtually

to bring out the hidden artist behind every

student . The motive of this fest was to

initiate friendly competitions between

students in various fields . To increase

participation and zeal among students , a

prior notification was also given that the

best three photos and videos would be

uploaded on SWO ’s official instagram page

with proper credits given . All the

committees under SWO worked effectively

to arrange all the events and also made

mind blowing posters for each event taking

place . A total of 15 competitions were

conducted successfully by the SWO . A

plethora of dance and music competitions

were organised which garnered huge

participation and motivated the christities

to put their best foot forward . Several

games such as Sudoku , wordsmith etc were

also organised by the literary team to

ensure learning and word proficiency

through light hearted games . Last but not

the least , the Marvel vs . DC conference had

such a reach that the SWO opened

registrations for this single event again on

22 September 2020 . This conference was

held on the motto to know each other ’s

favorite superheroes and their reason of

belief in them . It was basically a fun debate

between the supporters of Team Marvel

and DC . The students performing here were

judged on the basis of their speaking skills ,

arguments and questions raised . The whole

fest came to an end on 3 October 2020 ,

with Marvel vs . DC conference being the

final event .This fest was thoroughly enjoyed

by the participants and judges likewise .

INDOOR FEST 2.0
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CHRIST (Deemed to be University) through

the Creative Committee of the SWO strived

to brighten the mood of the students by

encouraging them to participate in a three-

day competition held from 5-6 November

2020 , exemplifying the spirit of Halloween .

This event sought to give a platform to

students to showcase their artistic skills ,

talents and put their skills to the test by

challenging them to come up with creative

ideas The event had several competitions

within it , Face-painting Competition and

Mask Painting Competition and Craft

Decorations : Home Décor . The event saw

the faces of many enthusiastic participants ,

all of whom displayed exquisite work and

proved that creation has no bounds . 

During the lockdown , the SWO , Art and Lit

Committee planned a small event to bring

back the fun and creative environment ,

called – ‘Unusually Usual ’ on 12 of

November 2020 . This event aimed to

express the unusual thought within its

participants and improve their knowledge

of daily used items , through healthy

competition . The participants were divided

through two different rounds . The first

round involved a rapid-fire round .The top

five participants qualified for the second

round where each of them got nearly a

minute to say one or more unusual uses of

as many items as they could from the

screen . With an evening full of fun , judge ’s

engagement and imaginative exploration ,

all the participants showcased an

incredible amount of creativity and

exemplary participation

TRICK OR TREAT

UNUSUALLY USUAL
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 Magnificat the annual music festival wherein the University Choir , one of the wings of

SWO , organizes and performs for the students was held on 22 December 2020 . Magnificat

bears witness to performances of the Choir teams from other Universities , schools , church

groups as well as orchestras . This year even amidst the novel coronavirus spreading and

causing havoc all over the world , nothing could stop Christites from carrying out all the

yearly activities with utmost dedication and enthusiasm . CHRIST (Deemed to be University)

Delhi NCR organized the live telecast of Magnificat for all the participants and Christites . A

series of extraordinary and astounding performances by all the teams participating in

Magnificat was appreciated by the judges . 

MAGNIFICAT 2020

CHRISTITES CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION

 In the season of joy and happiness , the

CHRISTITES spirit of spreading heartfelt love

has taken its shape in the form of a LIVE

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION . The Christmas

celebration was held on 23 December2020 .

This is the CHRISTITES way of celebrating and

rejoicing Christmas , with the wish of good

health , happiness and wisdom for everyone .

Even when it is a world pandemic , the

Christites will march ahead with the Christmas

spirit this year . The event was broadcasted live .

The program consisted of the Dean ’s Message ,

Poetry , Carol singing , Dance , the CHRIST

Family video and wishes to all the Christites .
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BLOSSOMS INAUGURATION 2021

Blossoms , an Intra-Cluster Fest at CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR had its

grand inaugural ceremony on 29 January 2021 . All students of the university were divided

into four clusters and the whole event happened at two levels ; Intra- and Inter-cluster .

Blossoms mandates the students to participate in at least two events , enabling the overall

development of a student and practices the vision - Excellence and Service . The inaugural

ceremony started with a prayer , following which Dr . Fr . Viju P D (Director of CHRIST NCR

Campus) addressed the gathering and declared the BLOSSOMS 2021 OPEN .The students

brought exuberance in the event through their performance . All the clusters were inducted

about BLOSSOMS by the Student Welfare Officer – Ms . N Y Anna Reshmy , Encouraging the

Clusters to actively participate and develop themselves through this healthy competition . 
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 To be a leader , you must honestly know and be able to guide those around you .

Considering these qualities , the leaders for both of CHRIST (Deemed to be University ’s)

student bodies , namely , SWO and CSA , were selected , entrusting a select few students with

immense responsibility . The investiture ceremony was held on 8 March 2021 . The ceremony

was graced by the presence of both Rev Dr . Fr . Viju P Devassy And Fr . Sunny Joseph and

began with a prayer to remember the Almighty . With a sense of peace instilled in the

minds of the audience , they were briefed about the purpose of both student bodies and

their goals , what students can learn from them , and encourage them to participate in the

same enthusiastically . Following this , to commemorate the beginning of a new era ,

leaders of the CSA and SWO were presented their badges To remind the student leaders of

the responsibilities placed on them , Rev Dr . Fr . Viju P Devassy , with his everlasting

guidance , presented the oath to the students , a promise to serve the university and its

students .  

CHRIST (Deemed to Be University), a

bewildering college , delivering educational

excellence never fails to provide

opportunities to students to provide their

talent . A mega inter college competition

held by the University , SUNERGOS 2021aims

at featuring the characteristic talents

possessed by students , seeking after different

fields of education . A wondrous display of

talents and abilities , this stage was a multi-

dimensional openness to the members ,

allowing them to sharpen their abilities . This

year Sunergos was held from 20 to 22

February . Various rivalries enveloping various

aspects of inventive articulation like art ,

literary , music , dance , quiz , dramatic

exhibitions and so forth , were held . These

various occasions overwhelm the grounds in

enthusiasm and elation accordingly making

the whole experience a remarkable one .

SUNERGOS received 1200 registration in total

out of which all art and literary events were

conducted live through online mode and

stage events through submission of

videos .This year two platforms were used to

conduct SUNERGOS online- Google Meet and

Zoom .

Christite 2021

SUNERGOS 2021

INVESTITURES CEREMONY 
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 CHRIST (Deemed to Be University), an astounding university providing educational

services for excellence , in the Delhi NCR region aims to continue its legacy in maintaining

and helping students follow their respective traditions and culture . Consisting of a

culturally varied student body , the university facilitates the Bhasha Utsav and Ethnic Day to

encourage its students to take pride in their cultural roots .Bhasha Utsav was held on 20

March 2021 . Coming from across the country , and even outside of it , the students of the

campus utilized this day of the event to wear their cultural outfits with pride , and display a

strong sense of unity despite diversity . With various songs and dance performances by

different cultural groups of the campus who compete to win among themselves , Bhasha

Utsav was celebrated with much color and joy . The Ethnic Day celebrations progressed

throughout the day with the display of a cultural procession by the various faculty

members , students , and staff who were accompanied by the beats of ringing drums .

BHASHA UTSAV 2021
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The word ‘Egnis ’ literally means desire ,

optimism and idealism and in true Christ

spirit , these are qualities which make us

stand out from other students . An event

for the students , Egnis seeks to instill and

nurture the core values of CHRIST

(Deemed to be University) through the

practice of preaching and action . The

event was graced by the presence of Rev .

Fr . Dr . Viju P Devassy and the Chief Guest

for the day , Rev .Fr . Dr . Varghese K .J and

was held on 23 March . 2021 .The event

started off by remembering the name of

the Lord Almighty , following which Rev . Fr .

Dr . Viju P . Devassy and Rev . Fr . Dr .

Varghese K .J . were requested to address

the gathering .To add to the motivation of

the students , MALHAR , the university ’s

Indian Music Society gave a truly

spectacular , melodious performance . We

often hear about how dance is soothing to

the soul . Nandkumar Sir and Swarna

Mam ’s next performance with the calming

music and daring feats left one truly

mesmerized and eager for more .

An annual cultural fest organised by the

Student Welfare Office , Blossoms held

from 23 March to 7 April sought to host

activities and competitions at the inter

deanery level .Blossoms were followed

shortly by the two days of Carnival

organised and managed by SWO

volunteers for the students on campus .

The campus felt alive with the buzz and

zeal of the students engaging and working

together . The teams were divided as

Lupine for School of Business and

Management , Orchid for School of

Commerce , Lavender for School of

Humanities and Social Sciences and Tulip

for School of Law and School of Science .

The competitions were divided into art ,

literary , dance , music and theatre events

on a broad basis . As much as these events

promoted the cultural prowess of the

participants , it also ensured the

development of management and

leadership qualities among the students

who tirelessly work for and organise the

fests . All the committees worked very hard

to make this event a tremendous success .
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EGNIS

BLOSSOMS 2021
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Being a part of the Student Welfare Office as a

Student leader has been a completely enriching

experience . I have acquired a lot of confidence

and new learning through various platforms

provided by the Center . I have had numerous

opportunities to grow and better myself . Life as a

part of SWO has been a breathtaking experience .

The environment not only helps me in imbibing

knowledge but also in developing our overall

personality . This place has immensely added to

my persona and I will always cherish the

memories I shared with this place .

 

A.Srividya,  BSPSY (Hons)

Being a part of the SWO team is I think one of the

best things I ever did in college till now . I still

remember the online orientation we got ; the

members were so enthusiastic and cheerful about

their work that I definitely wanted to experience it

too . Now it ’s been one year , and my team here is so

supportive of everything and have always got my

back . The committee is very engaging and work

here is very interesting that one or the other task is

always there . I am really looking forward to

interacting with more people on this committee

and learning a lot more valuable things in my

future at Christ .

 

Christite 2021

STUDENT REVIEWS

Rashi  Trivedi ,  BA ECO (Hons)
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Having initially joined the SWO as an excuse to

branch out my social network , what I gained in

this one year was more than just friends . I got

mentors who pushed me to strive and achieve my

best , skills that couldn ’t have been achieved

sitting in a classroom and lastly an overall

appreciation for the hard-work put in by students

during college fests . I feel like I have grown a lot

in this past year and I owe a major chunk of

credit to my team for helping me reach where I

am today .

 

The Student Welfare Office has given students

the opportunity to show their talents and skills

and provide them with interpersonal and

leadership skills . It ’s been a great joy for me as I

was able to work with different people and gain

new experiences from it . I truly am happy to be

part of this committee as it provided me with an

enriching environment to hone my skills .

 

Christite 2021

Aaron Joseph Shai jan,  BBA (F&A)

STUDENT REVIEWS

Manasvini  Arun,  BSPSY (Hons)
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The Centre for Social Action aims at the development of an individual holistically while

they invest their best efforts to lift society as a whole . CSA ensures that no one is left

behind in terms of growth , sustainability , utilization of resources and strives for equity in

caste , colour , creed , gender and sex . CSA teaches the students to be responsible and

respectful towards society and to work for a cause . They pick up issues of contemporary

significance and aim to work towards solutions for these issues .

CSA is strongly engaged in addressing the issues related to child rights , socio-economic

development of women , youth and farmers , livelihood , community mobilization , and

environment/climate change issues .

Christite 2021

Centre for Social Action (CSA), is a student volunteer body that aims for the development

of society and works collectively towards the better future of today 's society . Established in

1999 , in the Bangalore campus , CSA is a novel organization for the Delhi NCR campus ,

started in the year 2019 . The CSA wing is divided into 5 separate independent student

bodies – Activity Centre , Drishti , Maithri , Media & Communications and Anti Human

Trafficking Club .

VISION AND MISSION

CSA ’s vision is to make every student aware , sensitive , empathetic and contributing to

sustainable changes in the society . It is a centre for promoting volunteerism and enabling

students to develop as socially responsible citizens through developmental initiatives .

DEPARTMENT OBJECTIVES

Centre for Social Action
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CSA organised its first ice-breaking

session on 8 August 2020 , to kindle the

CSAiste spirit amongst the newcomers .

The session comprised the introduction

of various wings of CSA , along with some

fabulous games and some raw doubt

clearing conversations , in which the

members participated fervently . The new

members were acquainted with the

distinctive practices and activities of CSA .

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES

CSA ICE-BREAKING SESSION

INDEPENDENCE DAY

On 15 August 2020 Drishti gave a tribute

to all the martyrs who fought for India ’s

Independence and made India what it is

now . Drishti tried to keep everyone

connected during the hard time of

Corona by trying to bring the feeling of

patriotism .

ANTI-HUMAN TRAFFICKING CLUB
INAUGURATION

AHTC (Anti-Human Trafficking Club) an

outcome of the AHTM (Anti-Human

Trafficking Mission) initiated in the year 2015

in CHRIST (Deemed to be University),

Bangalore , was inaugurated in CHRIST

(Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR on 19

August 2020 . Dr P .M . Nair , the subject expert

and an Ex-IPS officer was the guest of honour .

Adv . Madhuri Xalxo was the Resource Person

for the informative session
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To pay a tribute to the jewels of the mother earth , Team Maithri of Centre of Social Action ,

Delhi NCR conducted a ‘#gogreen #growgreen ’ challenge . Healthy eating , clean up drives ,

planting of saplings to depict the theme of 'Mother Earth ' was the fulcrum of the event .

Students , faculty and staff members were active participants in the challenge

GO GREEN MONTH

TEACHERS DAY 

On 5 September 2020 , CHRIST (Deemed to

be University) NCR campus organized

teachers day through an online platform

(Cisco Webex). The programme had several

quizzes , hymns by the college choir , poem

presentation put together by the Art& Lit

Committee , and a dance sketch by

Natyarpana that left everyone in high

spirits . The result of an amazing

collaboration between SWO ’s creative

wing and CSA ’s Drishti , a touching poem

paid homage to our teachers who have

worked so hard to adjust to the ever-

changing sphere of education and e-

learning , especially in this current situation

and paid tribute to our heroes for their

dedication and sincerity towards their

cause . 

ACTOR’S DAY

CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi

NCR celebrated Actors day on 8

September 2020 . Team Drishti hosted a

webinar to enable students to have a

sneak peek into the media industry . RJ

Hemant Kumar , Theatre Artist Shubhra

Prakash and Director & Cinematographer

NY Jees were the keynote speakers of the

live podcast . The speakers individually

gave insights into their respective fields ,

which was succeeded by an interactive

question and answer session
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UNSPOKEN

As a part of the Lockdown initiatives , Team

Maithri - Centre of Social Action , Delhi NCR

campus collaborated with Voiceless India ,

an NGO and SAFE Club , Department of

Professional Studies , BCC ; and undertook

UNSPOKEN #HelptheStray Challenge for a

span of two months , i .e . , October to

November . This challenge was an

extension of the UNSPOKEN event with

Animal protection and welfare . The

challenge was not just about creating

awareness but also lifestyle development .

Our motto of this challenge was ‘Be

Compassionate . Spread Kindness . ’ RWAs

were urged with a message of request

regarding their acceptance of stray

animals in the residential areas . Surveys

were conducted to know people ’s

responses about their attitude towards

stray animals residing in their colony . 

Diwali week was made even more festive , with Team UNSPOKEN taking the oath of not

burning any crackers and protecting animals by celebrating an animal-friendly

‘DeePAWali . ’ The campaign was a great success with an overwhelming response of

multiple hearts and minds willing to bring a change .

AHTC (ANTI-HUMAN TRAFFICKING CLUB) ICE BREAKING SESSION

AHTC (Anti Human Trafficking Club) hosted an Ice breaking session on 13 September 2020

for the student members to get acquainted with each other . To derive maximum benefits

from the session , the students were segregated into teams of 12-13 students and were

named after the names of Anti Human Trafficking NGOs . The introduction round was

curated in the form of a memory game . It was followed by a graded quiz where English

Animation movie names were translated into Hindi and the students had to discern which

movie it was . It was succeeded by another fun task , where a document enlisting tasks that

everyone had to perform within 8 minutes was sent to the members . However , the last task

stated that the participants were not supposed to do any of the above tasks and stay put .

The revelation of the task at the end of the session was a source of laughter for all . The fun

engagement was followed by a collaborative discussion concerning the plans of the club .

The relaxing session was included on a fun note
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On the occasion of World Sign language day , the Activity Centre of Social Action , Delhi NCR

campus organised a webinar on 23 September 2020 . Mrs Kaavya , Mr Gowtham , Mr Charan

and Mrs Narasimha , from Enable India Foundation , were invited as the guests of honour .

The attendees were equipped with the basic ISL (Indian Sign Language) that included

English Alphabets , Numbers , Months and how to express emotions . The session was

allowed by an interactive discussion forum where the participants were allowed to put

forward their queries . During the last week of the month , deaf awareness week was

celebrated . Activity Center invited Mr Akash Soni and Ms Keerthi Bijjam from Deaf Enable

foundation to enlighten the students about the deaf community . The excerpt comments

were followed by an interactive question and answer suggestion . The conclusion of the

event marked the end of the festivals of the deaf awareness week .

On 2 October 2020 CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR

witnessed the celebrations of the International Day of

Nonviolence . It is celebrated by the United Nations and also

acknowledges the birthday of Mahatma Gandhi who gave the

world the philosophy of nonviolence and ahinsa . Team Drishti

aligned with the UN goals to disseminate the message of ahimsa

through educating people about how not to be a part of self or

public violence knowingly or unknowingly . In order to

commemorate this day , Drishti prepared a short video to remind

everyone how beautiful life is without violence . The video called

attention to the increasing rate of domestic violence ,

psychological violence , verbal and physical abuse of domestic

help and the worldwide disturbance caused due to Wars .

Through their acting skills , the team attempted to draw our

attention towards one of the major concerns of modern days , its

impact on society and inspired people to adopt more peaceful

ways of living .

WORLD SIGN LANGUAGE DAY

INTERNATIONAL NON-VOILENCE DAY
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Globally , cancer is the second leading cause

of death . Cancer refers to the uncontrolled

growth of a community of cells in the body . It

occurs when the standard control mechanism

of the body stops functioning . The old cells

don ’t die and develop out of control , creating

new cells that are inherently abnormal .

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR ,

observed the National Day of Cancer

Awareness on 9 November 2020 . Dr Pawan

Gupta , the Director of MAX Institute of Cancer

Care-East Zone , Chief Medical Advisor

ICanCaRe (Innovative Cancer Care and

Rehabilitation Pvt Ltd .), and National

President of I CAN WIN Foundation , highly 

 entertaining and shed light on the basic

concept of cancer and types and how to

exercise prevention . Students had numerous

doubts that were cleared during this session .

Right after this , a quiz was conducted ; the

winners were awarded a scholarship for the

Tobacco Marshal .

NATIONAL CANCER AWARENESS 
DAY

EXPRESSION FOR EMANCIPATION

Anti-Human Trafficking Club (AHTC) at

CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR ,

came up with the initiative “Expression for

Emancipation ,” a video compilation initiative

to spread awareness concerning the evil of

child trafficking on account of Children ’s Day ,

i .e . , 14 November . All students were asked to

record and send a short video of them doing

something they love , wearing shades of blue

(International colour of Human Trafficking

Awareness). Small snippets of all the received

videos were cut out and compiled into a video

with a strong message revolving around

making the audience aware of the evil of

child trafficking .
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International Tolerance Day is celebrated on 16

November to generate public awareness

considering the dangers of intolerance . Drishti

curated a podcast to imbibe the importance

of tolerance on 19th November 2020 . The

podcast was a satire on present-day society

and the intolerance present in it . The podcast

took references from real-life incidents to

underline the due importance of Tolerance

and cultural harmony . The efforts of the team

were appreciated on social media as well on

personal chats , emails and phone calls by the

students , faculty and staff of the campus and

beyond .

AHTC (Anti Human Trafficking Club) of CHRIST

(Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR

conducted a Webinar on the theme , “Gender

inequality and its bearing on human

trafficking ,” on 25th January 2021 . The webinar

saw the esteemed attendance of Adv Geetha

Job , an established advocate of the Hon ’ble

High Court of Kerala and the Apex Court of

India , as the guest of honour who delivered

the keynote address . “Almost every system

that aims at regulating human behaviour

(example religion , culture , and social morals)

has contributed to the prevailing the plight of

women which is full of injustice , arbitrariness ,

and unfairness towards them .”, a snippet from

her enthralling address that highlighted all

the nitty-gritty of the entrenched gender

inequality in the society , and also drew a line

that joined the same with Human trafficking .

INTERNATIONAL TOLERANCE DAY

NATIONAL GIRL CHILD DAY
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To mark the Holi festivities and spread

awareness on how important it is to

celebrate safely . On 29 March 2021

Drishti collaborated with Maithri ,

Activity Center and Media and

Communication to create a video

content that provided a clear insight

informing about the consequences of ill

actions made by us on holi . The video

reflected how Holi , a festival of colours ,

brings joy into our lives but with

consequences . It discusses the ground

reality of how human beings destroy

the environment and stray animals by

celebrating Holi in the most unethical

ways . The video reached up to more

than 200 students .

CSA at CHRIST (Deemed to be University)

Delhi- NCR conducted its first official offline

event on 15 February 2021 . The event involved

both live interaction and craftwork . The base

was built on making bookmarks and handing

them out to the faculty members , staff , and

housekeeping staff . Keeping in mind the

wastage and need for ecological

sustainability , the bookmarks were made

from recycled newspapers . Students

prepared 210 handmade bookmarks and

posters , which were designed on the theme

of 3 Magical Words : - Compassion , Kindness ,

and Humanity , which were pinned in every

classroom .

VALENTINE’S DAY

HOLI VIDEO
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In the hour of need , due to an

increase in demand for support and

verified COVID-19 resources , Centre

for Social Action (CSA), CHRIST

(Deemed to be University), Delhi

NCR , curated a website COV-Help for

providing relevant information , daily

updates , and a 24/7 helpline

regarding COVID-19 relief services .

The website was released on 24 April

2021 and from their onwards , it acts

as a support network for all , 

COV-HELP

With a Pan-India network of essential resources , verified

websites and organizations for hospital beds , COVID

medication , plasma donors and oxygen cylinders , and

the latest information on symptoms and precautions :

myth-busting , home remedies , vaccination , etc . The

information available is from authentic sources , and all

the resources are verified and updated regularly based

on feedback and suggestions . The website also features

a special creative section UMEED , to deliver a message

of HOPE among people in times of adversity . The

website crossed a view count of 1000+ views within a

week .
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STUDENT REVIEWS

I am Shagun Thakur I am thankful to CSA for giving me the possibility to

be a part of the team . It has increased my knowledge through leadership

provided by my leaders . It has been a very interesting experience which I

have learned so much from and will bring with me for the rest of my life .

Shagun Thankur,  BBA (FINTECH)

It was indeed a worthwhile experience being a part of CSA for an

entire year . The very fact that the activities taking place constantly

throughout the year despite all odds makes me all the way more

interested and motivated towards the body . I hope to contribute more

to its objectives in the coming years .

Sudakshina Das,  BCOM (Honours)

Siddharth Kakkar,  BBA (Honours)

For me , CSA acted as a medium through which I could help the ones

who needed it . I have always liked helping others and when I got the

opportunity to do so through CSA , I was excited as I have taught a few

underprivileged students in my school days , and I got to do the same

here . Working as a CSA volunteer gave me a sense of self-satisfaction

and goodness .

Empathy can never compensate for anything . CSA is a helping body that

instilled empathy in me and further helped me develop as a responsible

citizen . Working in teams , strategizing and executing tasks with

collaborative efforts , widened my perception towards real-life problems

which I hitherto was perceiving as meagre . The team support and the

sense of doing something good which one gets while performing their

assigned responsibilities are strong enough to build confidence and

resilience . And being associated with CSA makes me contented with my

small yet significant contributions .

Karan Malhotra,  BCOM (Honours)
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Podcast on Remembering Saint Kuriakose Elias Chavara: The Educational
Visionary
On the occasion of 216th birth anniversary of Saint Kuriakose Elias Chavara , founder of our

University , Team ACC presented a Video Podcast on the visionary . In this podcast with Fr

Dr Viju P Devassy , the Dean and Director , CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR ,

we had an inspiring conversation about how the contributions of the Saint Chavara in the

fields of education , social reform , communication , culture and religious formation are still

relevant in today ’s society .

Association of Christian Christites
(ACC) 
The Association of Christian Christites is a

student-driven initiative formed with the

purpose of knowing and serving God . This

student body upholds the core value of the

University – ‘Faith in God . ’ The Holy Mass is

celebrated on the first Friday of every month

in the campus chapel . The significant

activities of ACC during the year include :

Association
of Christian
Christites 
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ACC students , staff and faculties along with the CHRIST Delhi NCR

choir team arranged the Song of Hope , a medley of gospel songs

from various languages and released it on YouTube in the month of

September 2020 . The initiative was taken to lifts the spirits and

sooth the soul of the listeners to break the adversities .

Song of Hope
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The University student council has always believed student welfare and growth to be its

primary goal . The USC in many ways acts as a bridge between the concerns of the

management and that of the student community , not only finding the middle ground but

also resolving them in a mutually beneficial manner . The USC fosters discipline , addresses

student grievances and creates an environment where learning and growth are incessant .

The core belief that a student should have the best possible college experience in a safe ,

secure and fun environment is acted upon and it is ensured that this dream is realized

both individually and collectively . Every member in the council down to their very core is a

servant leader and considers the growth of everyone around them as the paramount goal .

This is what separates us from most . Taking on initiatives that lead to social upliftment and

sustainable development , the university student council prides itself in the fact that they

have time and again contributed to social causes both inside and outside the campus . 

The student council had a very fruitful year , wherein the student council members started

with making sure that the first year students on campus are very well aware about the

functioning of the department as well as the university . A student council member was

allotted to a first year class to help them with all their queries of the department and the

university . The student council members had an interactive session with the student

council alumni members from the Bangalore Central Campus along with the Director of

student council in the month of September . The student council members organized

DAKSH , the career fest in the month of February , in collaboration with the student council

members of all the CHRIST campuses . Daksh which is usually organized physically on

campus had to be conducted online for the first time and this was done by launching the

DAKSH website which has seen 30000 participants worldwide . Towards the end of the

academic year , the student council members expressed their gratitude to all the faculty

and staff members of the CHRIST NCR campus for all the efforts they had put in making

sure that the learning process is made easy for all the students on campus .
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Student Council
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“Leadership means having the self-confidence to believe you can

make a difference and that there is no limit to what we can achieve . I

thank the university student council for making me believe in it . The

past two years have been a roller coaster ride for me . All the zealous

and adrenaline rush events that we ’ve brought to life speaks for

themselves and I cherish the experiences that I ’ve gained ."

"Being a student council member is about so many different

experiences for me . It is about the things that I am learning about

myself , and the skills that come throughout the process . It is about

working with a team and giving back to the community while

making loads of memories about it . From problem-solving and

planning events , to interaction with faculty , staff , and alumni , it is

about a lot of worthwhile experiences!"
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STUDENT REVIEWS

 

Tanya Sharma
BSc  Psychology

Sakshi 
BBA
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Library and Information Centre , CHRIST

(Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR

campus has a good collection of

textbooks , reference books , periodicals

and journal archives . The library can

accommodate more than 290 students

and is also equipped with more than

50 computer terminals to facilitate the

digital world . The library has facilities

like internet and Wi-Fi services , a

symposium hall for group discussions ,

locker facility , computer lab and

reprographic facility . We also provide

an extensive reading area for students

where they can use their personal

reading materials . 

Library and Information
Centre
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The library subscribes to the electronic resources from reputed publishers like EBSCO ,

ProQuest , J-gate , SCC Online , Manupatra etc . for the benefits of our students and faculty

members . E-books from various publishers like Oxford University Press , Bloomsbury , E-book

central and Emerald Insight Management Collection were subscribed for the year 2020-21 .

The library has an e-resource collection of more than 19000 journals and 1 ,65 ,000 e-books .

The library organized various programmes such as Book Talk , Workshops , Library

orientation sessions etc . through Cisco WebEx platform during the academic year 2020-21 .

The library conducted book displays in collaboration with McGraw Hill publishers as part of

the collection development programme . Workshops were conducted in collaboration with

research cell and the guests were invited from different online databases . Book Talks and

others , events for book lovers , were conducted by the library in collaboration with the

School of Law , School of Commerce and Accountancy , School of Humanities and Social

Sciences and School of Business and Management .
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Football field

Basketball court

Volleyball court

Cricket Practice Net

Badminton court

Kabaddi court

Yoga and modern gym is also there for the physical fitness of students .

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR campus encourages students to take part in

various sports activities to keep them physically and mentally fit . Sports activities are not

only for students but also for staff members in order to keep them fit and more productive .

The department of Physical Education updates ourselves with the latest coaching and

training trends so that we can keep our team uplifted with the requirements of the modern

era of sports . We constantly go through the latest rules and regulations and various game

plans so that we can train our team in the fullest possible manner . 

We have well qualified and experienced sports coaches who can help students to achieve

more and improve the team skills in our students . We provide morning and evening

practice sessions for students and also provide sports equipment of good quality which

ensures student ’s safety and the quality of the game .

Our coaches have good interaction with students . They always talk to them and try to

encourage them consistently .

The sports facilities provided by us are listed below :
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Department of Physical Education
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Equip students with the skills

necessary to perform a variety of

physical activities .  

To make sports and physical fitness an

important part of daily routine .

To develop fitness awareness among

the students .

Try to make students play at inter-

university , National and international

level .

Encourage regular participation in

physical activities .

Health related fitness activities .

Physical competence in movement

activities .

Develop physical fitness and skill .

Develop the students ’ appreciation of

concepts of fair play and good

sportsmanship . 

Impart knowledge on how to develop

and maintain physical fitness . 

Positive attitudes toward physical

activity . 

Acquisition of motor skills .

Providing facilities to sports persons .

Enhance leadership qualities .

Develop ethical qualities of students .

Improve mental alertness of students . 

Construct social abilities among

students .

To make sports and physical activities an

important part of daily routine , making it

a way of life and generate fitness

awareness among the students . 

Physical Education is an integral part of

the total education of every person . 

DEPARTMENT GOALS
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Annual Athletic Meet .

CHRI-SPO Inter school sports fest

(Football , Basketball , Volleyball , Table

Tennis) 

PEDAGOGY LEAGUE .

Inter departmental competition .

Friendly Matches between students ,

faculty & staff .  

Intramural small sided games .

DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES 

The Physical Education Department

organises various types of sports competition

of different sports .
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Students can take the examination online from home .

Students can take the examination online using the campus internet facility .

Students can take the examination in the offline mode using pen and paper on campus .

The Office of Examinations functioned relentlessly for good assessment practices in the

academic year 2020-2021 . Since it was the first time CHRIST (Deemed to be University)

Delhi NCR campus was conducting the online examination using the Mettl platform , the

Office of Examinations organized an orientation for the faculty members regarding the

various steps involved in successfully conducting the online examinations and offered a

training session to elaborate the details of the duties of Proctors and Super-proctors . The

general instructions and guidelines were explained to all the faculty members regarding

the online examinations . The Office of Examination also conducted a training session for all

the students on the usages of Mettl platform for the online examination . The general

instructions and guidelines were explained to all the students regarding the online

examination . The students who were not able to take the examination during the regular

examination session in the month of December 2020 , were provided with another chance

to take the examination in the month of February 2021 . The students were provided with

the following options to write their End Semester Examination in the month of December

2020 :

1.

2.

3.

Office of Examination
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The Office of Examination conducted an orientation session on 02 November 2020 for the

faculty members to equip them in the preparation of the Question Bank for the End

Semester Examination . The session commenced with an introduction to the question bank

and rubrics . Framing a question and its structure , pattern , adding of question , uploading of

images and tables were explained in detail . The office demonstrated on how to create a

question and link a question with respect to the ratio of questions . 

The Office of Examinations conducted the Mid Semester/Trimester and End

Semester/Trimester Examinations (regular) as per the academic calendar . The timely

submission of Continuous Internal Assessment (CIA) 1 and 3 were ensured . The Mid

Semester Examination (CIA 2) was conducted online by the respective

schools/departments during the Odd Semester . For the Even Semester the Mid Semester

Examinations were conducted centralized in the offline mode . The office also conducted

two online examinations for Holistic Education and Environmental Studies . The results of

the End Semester/Trimester Examinations were published as per the academic calendar .
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We , at the Personnel office , work together to

maintain employee records such as

Employee ’s personal file , attendance , leaves

taken , etc . according to the University

policies and keep updating the staff KP . The

faculty and the staff are also assisted by the

Personnel office for their appraisal process .

The disciplinary issues and the grievances

are also managed by us . The Personnel office

further assists the Director and the new

faculties in the smooth functioning of the

interview process through online platforms

due to the ongoing pandemic and promptly

completes the formalities of new joiners . The

office also takes the responsibility of

verifying the research documents submitted

to the personnel office for various incentives .

Besides this , we also extend our support to

the other departments whenever required

such as Facility Management , Accounts

Department & the Admissions Office .

Office of Personnel Relations
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The Office of Admissions represents CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR Campus

and functions as a coordinating office with high schools , colleges and other educational

institutions . The responsibility of the Office of Admissions is to disseminate information to

the prospective students about the University and help them through the admission

process . The office represents the University at national and international platforms to

promote and educate the prospective students by participating in fairs and events . It

ensures to develop and perpetuate a procedure wherein the applications are received and

scrutinized respectively for each UG / PG / PhD applicant and determine the admission

eligibility for these students before intimating them about the admission status . The office

effectively supports the selected students by guiding them through the various financial

assistances available and enabling them to utilize the options . The office also caters to the

certificate requests of the students which also includes necessary documents required for

loan sanctions . It also handles the petty cash counter , assisting the students with the

payments to be made for various purposes . Throughout the year , the Office of Admissions

acts as a vital support system connecting the students and faculty members for the

fulfilment of their various service requests .
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Office of Admissions
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The role of the Office of Academic Support

is to facilitate and maintain an adept flow

of information between Academic and

Non-Academic Offices regarding the

planning , execution , evaluation and

documentation of all Academic endeavours

on the campus . The Office of Academic

Support is instrumental for facilitating the

teaching and learning process and

maintains systematic documentation of the

syllabi and course plans of each course

offered at the campus . 

The Office is currently managed by Mr . A

Sabu John as the Office Mentor and Ms .

Akansha Solomon as the Office

Coordinator . The Office of Academic

Support functions throughout the

Academic Year to provide an ideal

teaching-learning environment for the

students and faculty members .

Office of Academic Support
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ACADEMIC PROCESSES TIMELINES

Programme Structure Review
June for the Odd Semester and

November for even semester

Subject and Subject group entry
June for the Odd Semester and

December for the Even Semester

Timetable sheets & Finalising the

learning module

June for the Odd Semester and

December for the Even Semester

Syllabus entry

July for the Odd semester and

December/January for even

semester

Course Plan entry

Course Plan Review

July/August for the Odd semester

and December/January for even

semester

July/August for the Odd semester

and December/January for even

semester

Feedback Evaluation

Early Semester Feedback : July for

the Odd semester and January for

the Even semester

Mid Semester Feedback : September

for the Odd semester and February

for the Even semester

Collating the list of Open Electives &

Inter-Disciplinary Electives

December for the even semester

and July for the Odd Semester

Starting of a new programme or a

course
December - February

Incessant Tasks :

Cross verifying the course details

and Attendance Errors – Course

related issues

Not defined

Apart from the processes mentioned above , the Office also hosts and creates various

essential training modules for the faculty members . We successfully released two e-

learning modules in the previous academic year on the process of syllabus entry and course

plan entry for our faculty members . We also create informative documents at the beginning

of each semester to give an overview of the NCR campus to the faculty members and fellow

office colleagues .
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The function of IPM is to support , monitor , and communicate all data related to students ,

staff , and the University . IPM collects the data , analyses , and disseminates it with all the

stakeholders of CHRIST (Deemed to be University) for effective governance . It ensures

timely collection of information related to students , faculty members , and staff , processes

their data to understand , implement and coordinate with all other

departments/centres/offices of the University for enhancing the effective implementation

of the defined curriculum through data . It also supports all the activities of

Departments/centres by tracking the students ’ academic progression and reports to the

management .

Office of Information Processing &
Management
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SERVICES PROVIDED

Office updates the Academic Curriculum based on the courses assigned and updates the

curriculum by the beginning and end of each program . We created a Master Entry for all

the approved courses in KP , has assigned all the courses needed for the program and

configured it according to the academic year . We process the smart-cards for the students

and generate smart-card data for students with the conditions issued by the bank . We

ensure the updating of the time table of all the classes with room numbers and other

necessary details . Provisional promotion and detention of students are also handled by the

office . We also undertake the responsibility of printing and distributing the University ID

cards to each student at the beginning of every academic year with proper

acknowledgments . All the first-year students were promptly assigned with a new

registration number once the Office of Admission completes the admission process . IPM

along with the IT Offices assign the students ’ registration numbers and give them other

credentials . The primary function of the office is to monitor the attendance for the students

and sending weekly attendance summary reports to concerned department heads , co-

coordinators and class teachers . We collect the absentee details from the subject teacher

in attendance slips if the attendance is not updated online due to network failure or other

technical problems . Our office sends the attendance shortage letter to the parents so as to

help the parents monitor their wards and assist them in contacting the counsellors and

class teachers if required .
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IT SERVICES

IT Services Department at CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR endeavours to

provide effective and prompt technological services to all members in the university . As a

team , IT initiated the implementation of operation standards in all its tasks to upgrade the

quality of service . Processes and objectives have been defined to optimize its operations .

Documentation and analysis methods have been initiated by the team for continued

improvement in service .

SERVICES OFFERED BY THE IT TEAM:

IT INFRASTRUCTURE SETUP AND MAINTENANCE
IT Infrastructure is well designed to handle the student and staff strength . Usage of IT

services like knowledge pro (KP), Learning management systems (Moodle) , Digital learning

sessions and other IT related activities are extensive due to which infrastructure upgrade is

done to handle the load efficiently . New higher end servers are in place and Internet

bandwidth has been doubled for effective usage to support the effective use of all the

services and infrastructure .

Office of IT Services
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IT SUPPORT 

The Team offers Hardware/ Software/ System/Network support to all users in CHRIST

University by carrying out various activities at the appropriate time . It has also initiated the

implementation of various processes to meet the requirement of quality system support

and maintenance . Network security enhancement is enforced by implementing Network

access privileges only to the staff and students . Support Request handling tool has been

implemented to automate the Infrastructure support requests from staff and students . This

is to track and make sure that all requests are handled in time by the IT Infrastructure

Support staff . A new feature has been incorporated in Knowledge Pro for staff and students

to register issues related to all the Services provided by the University . This is tracked and

coordinated by the IT department to make sure that requests are effectively addressed

within 24 hours . Escalation matrix is implemented up to the top level of the management

to enhance the efficiency of the support system . A dedicated team is handling and

monitoring IT Support requests .

WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT MANAGEMENT 

CHRIST university website has been redesigned to improve the aesthetic appeal and the

interface . Website ’s content management is monitored by dedicated members of the team

who coordinate with various departments to update latest contents like News and events ,

details about academic programs , faculty members , syllabus , and evaluation systems . IT

Services team also maintains dedicated pages for exam alerts and support services .

Content management of Social Media sites like Facebook , YouTube , Twitter , Blogger are

managed and maintained by the team . Photos of all the events are updated in storage site  

"Flicker" for the staff and students to refer .
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ERP – KNOWLEDGE PRO

ERP is enhanced with new features facilitating online solutions for the academic needs of

the staff , students and parents . New features and tools are added in KP as per request from

various departments in consultation with the management . A dedicated team is in the

campus for the development and monitoring of our ERP software . KP training and

implementation is handled and monitored by IT team .

DIGITAL TRAINING TEAM

Digital learning training team is a part of IT Services department with the responsibility to

assist and train staff and faculty in IT related activities . The team helps the faculties to work

efficiently with new technologies like Cisco WebEx & Microsoft Teams .

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

Safety and security has always been an utmost priority for the University . Keeping it in

mind , the IT Department has put up an effective surveillance system that covers the whole

campus . Each and every point that is accessible by the students or staff members is

monitored 24 hours a day . The recordings can be accessed only by exclusive personnel .
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EVENT HOSTING AND COVERAGE

IT Department hosts various events for the management as well as the University . The

events may be meetings , conferences , major University events and fests ; all of which are

covered through photography and videography . The team very flexibly handles the online

meetings throughout various platforms (such as Cisco Webex , Google Meet , Microsoft

Teams to name a few). The Department also hosts various live events using Youtube and

other social media handles .

Causing a security breach to either CHRIST (Deemed to be University) network or any

other network resources , including , but not limited to , accessing data , servers , or

accounts to which they do not have authorized access ; circumventing user

authentication on any device ; or sniffing network traffic , etc .

Causing a disruption of service to either CHRIST (Deemed to be University) or other

network resources , including , but not limited to , ICMP floods , packet spoofing , denial of

service , heap or buffer overflows , and forged routing information for malicious purposes ,

etc .

Violating copyright law , including , but not limited to , illegally duplicating or

transmitting copyrighted pictures , music , video , and software .

Exporting or importing software , technical information , encryption software , or

technology in violation of international or regional export control laws .

Intentionally introducing malicious code , including , but not limited to , viruses , worms ,

Trojan horses , email bombs , spyware , adware , and keyloggers .

Port scanning or security scanning on a production network unless authorized in

advance by Information Security .

Sending Spam via email , text messages , pages , instant messages , voice mail , or other

forms of electronic communication .

Forging , misrepresenting , obscuring , suppressing , or replacing a user identity on any

electronic communication to mislead the recipient about the sender .

INFORMATION SECURITY POLICY

As part of information security policy , the Office of IT Services monitors the network usage

by the students . The students of the University are strictly prohibited from engaging in any

of the following acts : 

If the students are found engaging in any of the prohibited activities listed above , the

University may initiate disciplinary actions including restricting access to campus network .
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Mobile applications 

Intranet Databank – for the students to download eBook , articles and study materials .

Online Databases – for the students to access books , articles , journals and research

publications .

Repository – This service assist students in the preparation of their examinations by

providing questions banks from the previous years . 

E-journals - This service provides members of the university access to e-journals for

research , self-learning and preparations for assignments and presentations .

Library Services – Provides online library catalogue to search books , new book arrival

details , Online renewal/reservations , SMS and email alerts for all transaction  

Email services for staff and students . Personal mail IDs will be provided to staff and

students . Group mail ID is available class wise to enhance effective communication .

Departmental events , conference facilities and online tests for placements are

supported and assisted by the IT team

Audio Video facility in the class rooms

OTHER SERVICES MAINTAINED AND MONITORED BY IT TEAM:
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According to conventional wisdom , it is believed that the reins of leadership are always

held by the powers that be . And history also bears ample testimony to the fact that

leadership is usually seen as synonymous with power or powerfulness . Be it nations or

societies , firms or families , the connotations of power , authoritarianism , coercive

imposition of ideas , and intolerance for dissent have invariably been associated with

leadership .

But subtly and imperceptibly , slowly and steadily , the notion of leadership is changing in

the contemporary world . Leadership is becoming ‘softer ’ , to say the least . It is becoming

pliable and flexible , mellow and mild . And all for the better . It is happening everywhere –

from nations to societies , from firms to families – everywhere . And it is happening in

education too . From the teacher in the classroom to the vice-chancellor of the university ,

leadership manifests itself in countless told and untold ways in the educational cosmos .

There is a sweetness and a softness that has permeated the conventionally coarse and

colourless fabric of education , especially higher education . And again , all for the better .

However , this change does not in any way imply that there is a compromise or a dilution

of standards or any anarchy of any kind . It just implies that the leaders in the education

industry now see their role not merely as providers of syllabus-bound education but also

as facilitators of free thought . This is a huge and significant paradigm shift in the entire

frame of reference of higher education . Treating students not as mute audience

unwittingly listening to a lecture but as full-grown thinking adults with a mind of their

own is what this new paradigm is all about . Encouraging the participation of students in

all possible spheres – from curriculum design to policy formulation – is what this new

paradigm is all about . 

But there is a tightrope that educators and educational leaders need to walk . There is a

fine balance that educators and educational leaders need to maintain between discipline

and democracy , between order and freedom . Compliance with quality norms and

stipulations should continue to remain a top priority , but not at the cost of stifling
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The Soft Power of Leadership in
Education

In the annals of human evolution , leadership is probably

as old as civilization itself . Or , maybe leadership predates

civilization even as the hunter-gatherer caveman too

must have exhibited at least some semblance of

leadership vis-à-vis his fellow men . From that pre-historic

antiquity to the present-day reality , the very idea of

leadership must have undergone innumerable iterations

of metamorphosis . Every epoch in human history has had

its own version of leadership . Very much like the

operating system that runs our gadgets and devices ,

leadership too keeps getting upgraded – or sometimes

even auto-upgraded .

Dr. Sachin Sinha
Associate Professor,

School of Business and

Management
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independent thinking and free speech . The new , improved ‘soft ’ brand of leadership is

more than welcome , but it should not be allowed to breed lawlessness and indiscipline .

There is a deep-seated maturity that leaders in the education industry need to exhibit in

order to walk this tightrope . The soft power of leadership in education should not be

allowed to be perceived as weakness of leadership in education . 

Understanding the Role of Servant
Leadership in Higher Education

“A leader is best when people barely know he exists,
when his work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will say:
we did it ourselves.” 

— Lao Tzu

Leaders are individuals in the organization who sets the

tone and culture (Taran , Shuck , Gutierrez , &Baralt , 2009).

Leadership is the ability to influence a group toward the

achievement of a vision or a set of goals (Robbins , Judge&

Vohra , 2012). The presence of appropriate leadership is an

imperative function in bringing the most fulfilling results

for any organization . Within the service sector , especially

in education , leadership is not merely leading the group.

Dr. Akancha Srivastava
Assistant Professor,

Department of Psychology,

School of Humanities &

Social Sciences

 It goes and stretches more than this because leaders in the field of education are

nurturing the future of the country . Owing to the nature of education , the field requires

dedicated , involved and committed professionals who could serve the community and

society at large . Servant leadership is not merely a leadership style but it has a

philosophical blend of orientation . The term was coined by management expert Robert K .

Greenleaf in an essay , The Servant as Leader , published in 1970 . “The servant-leader is

servant first… It begins with the natural feeling that one wants to serve , to serve first . Then

conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead . ….”. It is a new kind of leadership model – a

model which puts serving others as the number one priority . Servant-leadership

emphasizes increased service to others ; a holistic approach to work ; promoting a sense of

community ; and the sharing of power in decision-making (Spears 1996 , p . 33). As the

inherent nature of servant leadership is to promote holistic development , the same model

could be incorporated in the domain of higher education .

Education is the basic requirement for growth and development of a nation . According to

the World Bank , (2017) “Education is a powerful driver of development and one of the

strongest instruments for reducing poverty and improving health , gender equality , peace ,

and stability .” It is a planned process through which knowledge , skill , values , beliefs and

character is acquired . A global education aspires to aim for the right behavior and acquire

the correct moral conduct .
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This is attained by training , in association with active faculties of mind , and subsequently

this helps in the process of national growth and development . Many institutions of

excellence are contributing in this process by providing quality education to the vast

majority of students . It is an inevitable fact that education sharpens the mind of the

young students and makes them prepared for the challenges of everyday life . Higher

education makes students aware about their rights and duties and in retrospect to it

instills them with the feeling of pride and belongingness for the country . As the benefit of

education is at the individual as well as the national level this endeavor could be

accomplished through the right kind of leadership . Servant leadership can accomplish the

purpose of education by providing the blend of philosophy , wisdom and character to the

students .

Servant Leadership Framework at Higher Education 

Service to Others: Servant-leadership begins when a leader assumes the position of

servant in their interactions with followers . Within higher education , the leaders are in the

form of academicians . By nature , the teaching profession calls for teaching as a service to

mankind . The teacher , without thinking about their own self-interest , serves the students ,

community and society by transferring knowledge , skill and ability to the students which

in turn deliver their services to society .

Holistic Approach to Work: Servant-leadership holds that “The work exists for the person

as much as the person exists for the work” (Greenleaf , 1996). The philosophy of servant

leadership embarks upon a holistic approach to work . Higher educationists are dedicated

to serve all three pillars of society . At a personal level , they ensure to update themselves

so that they could be better equipped . Within the group level , they are catering to the

needs of students . At the societal level they are serving through research and

development , community service , participatory rural appraisals and many more

humanitarian works . 

Promoting a Sense of community: Greenleaf lamented the loss of community in modern

society , calling it “the lost knowledge of these times” (1970 , p . 28). Servant leadership calls

for providing human services to the community at large . The educational fraternity

through their philosophical attitude serves the community whole heartedly . Higher

education ’s call for various academic , social and economic collaboration for the higher

purpose of society . These collaborations through shared vision in the form of academic

community serves the nation through their services . 

Sharing of Power in Decision: Within the higher education , power implies empowering ,

motivating , guiding and calling for participatory work enhancement . Servant leaders act

not by holding the power but by ensuring that everyone feels empowered enough to serve

the community . The sole purpose is to raise citizens who are confident , humble and

dedicated for others so that they can create meaning in other people ’s life .

It is evitable that higher education is increasingly recognized as playing a central role in

human , social and economic development . Higher Education plays a primary role in

development of individual , community and nation in multiple ways depending on their

capabilities , objectives and the contexts in which they operate . These could be enhanced

effectively by practicing the framework of servant leadership as well as by inculcating the

attributes of servant leadership .
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was beyond the control of its institutions . Developing world is known for less human

development and it plunged into crisis like never before , economically and

psychologically .

This human tragedy unfolds the fact that , as the death toll rise , only human life is

important , nothing else! Although the economic policy makers are focused on wellbeing

of the people , the current state of the country negatively impacts people ’s happiness .

Economists always correlate individual happiness with income Cantril (1965) . Richard

Easterlin (1974) explained the paradoxical situation of Income and happiness . Philosophers

like Aristotle says happiness is a virtue , and it is the noblest thing in the world . Thus ,

economists and philosopher ’s enquire happiness in the lives of the people .   

How economics inspires happiness? What makes people happy in life is a crucial question

in happiness research . It relates subject matter of Economics with life , or one may call it

‘Economics of life ’ deviating from the neoclassical or mainstream economics . The works by

Amartya Sen , Martha Nussbaum , Richard Easterlin , Tibor Scitovsky etc are leading to an

enquiry into the nature of wellbeing of people than an enquiry of nature and scope of

creation of wealth . Prof . Amartya Sen tried to look at the wellbeing and happiness of the

people from a development perspective .

The debatable questions in happiness research start from the premises of ‘are you happy ’ ,

what are the determinants of happiness . But , in the scenario of a pandemic , the happiness

definition changes . How much income a typical individual would need to achieve a level

of happiness to compensate the loss in wellbeing resulted due to pandemic? Happiness is

related to good institutions and wellbeing of the people and good institutions can make

people happy . It is not about so much of wealth creation , but public happiness is

important .
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Pandemic - Happiness Conundrum

What does happiness mean to us when the ferocity of

covid wave hit the lives of the people ? Not a single day

passes without hearing the loss of a person we know .

What does happiness matter to a migrant worker who

lost his job and income? an average middle-class family

who lost their bread winner ? a poorer household without

three square meals a day?? Happiness is squandered

when Covid withered huge psychological and emotional

turmoil in the minds of people in all walks of life . SARS-

CoV-2 has its origin in China and rapidly spread to

countries across Europe where there is high human

development and better institutions to combat the

menace . However , further spread to developing countries 

Prof. Amrutha
Assistant Professor,

Department of Economics,

School of Humanities &

Social Sciences
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Leading examples include , Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi , revered as the Father of the

Nation in India , or Barack Obama the former President of the United States of America .

Indubitably , law apart from being a powerful social institution , is multicentric and

pluralistic . It is both a service profession and a public profession . Justice Louis Brandeis

said that a lawyer who ascribes to the highest ideal of “public spiritedness” is a “people 's

lawyer”.

Under the professionalism paradigm , lawyers are expected to perfect the discipline of law

and apply that discipline to “serve” the society , as a vital agency for human betterment .

Appositely , the very notion of “serving” forms the core of the servant-leadership theory ,

first propounded by Robert K . Greenleaf in 1970 . Servant-leadership emphasises increased

service to others ; a holistic approach to work ; promoting a sense of community ; and the

sharing of power in decision-making . Each of these central tenets have been germane to

the legal profession and practised enthusiastically . Leadership in corporate law firms ,

academic institutions and the legal community per se has “a duty to create a culture of

high aspiration with respect to the goals and ideals of the profession .”. In the legal system ,

the concept is extremely useful when interacting not only with clients , but also others . 
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Can Government Policy bring Happiness ?

Happiness is considered as a determinant of economic outcomes : it enhances

productivity , labour market performance and national output Bryson et al . (2016) and

Piekalkiewicz (2017). Advocates of happiness economics assert that maximising happiness

is the art of policymaking . In order to ensure well-being and happiness , institutions play a

crucial role and there is a link between institutions and individual behaviour . Common

man is happy when they meet basic need , away from infections and diseases and assured

vaccine - a universal public good . Like vaccine , happiness is also a public good . We can ’t

be happy without spreading happiness in the lives of people . 

Lawyers as Servant Leaders: The
Professional Paradigm

"A profession embodies the ideal that those who
would choose to be a part of it would make a solemn
profession of their dedication to the ideals of their
chosen field.”
The aforementioned quotation , a fragment of a sentence

from an essay published in 1996 , captures the essence of

a profession striving to achieve its ideals . Historically , the

Church , medicine , and law have been the three learned

professions , and , until recently , they were treated as

unique from a trade . In fact , a few professions are as well-

represented in global leadership as lawyers , and for good

reason .

Dr. Surbhi Kapur
Assistant Professor,

School of Law
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Servant leadership starts in the heart , continues with head and hands (beliefs and

actions), and winds down with habits (Ken Blanchard). Research shows that there is a

palpable incessant interest in the link between servant leadership and corporate social

responsibility (CSR), effected through the apparatus of law . As India was reeling under a

devastating Covid-19 pandemic , lawyers at domestic and international law firms

marshalled Covid-19 relief projects across the country , resonating the spirit of ‘whoever

wants to be served must start by serving ’ . Efforts included a crowdfunding campaign

spearheaded by lawyers from L&L Partners and Chandhiok & Mahajan , working together

with Aster Volunteers , the CSR arm of Aster DM Healthcare , and Alshifa Hospital , to

convert a Delhi School into a field hospital . Furthermore , the Indian law firm , Lexygen has

been offering free legal advice to Indian start-ups , not-for-profit organisations and funds

associated with Covid-19 initiatives , as a part of their “Covid Pledge 2 .0 initiative”.

The law as an instrument of social change , must inexorably be fitted with the

advancement of public welfare . The future of legal practice will be shaped by lawyers ’

regulatory environment , which includes not only rules , rewards , and sanctions , but also

service through ethical , cultural , and social norms .
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A city thriving in trade for silk , spices , art , fabric , grains , witnessed numerous ships docking

from other coastal cities affected by deadly plagues . As a precaution , these ships were

ordered to anchor for a period of 40 days “Quaranta giorni” at a nearby island . While our

homes became our islands for physically distancing ourselves to prevent the spread of

Covid 19 , it brought along with it several mental health conditions that we were forced to

self-discovery . Uncertainty around the online/offline mode of education , the pressure of

keeping up with our work , academics , dealing with loss , instigating social media posts ,

overexposure to fearful news about the virus , have all contributed to a rise in mental

health conditions such as anxiety , and depression across the globe . WHO in 2020 ,

predicted a 20% rise in mental health conditions in India given the current scenario . 

This highlights the importance of spreading awareness , and taking care of our mental

health , during these unprecedented times . So here are some tips based on research that

will help you , your friends , and your family to cope with this crisis : 

Accept and acknowledge your feelings: 
The first step would be to accept , and recognize that we are going through a pandemic! It

is not easy to battle a disease , experience the environment around us filled with chaos ,

and uncertainty . This has resulted in myriads of feelings emerging , take some time to

pause and reflect .

Build and stick to a routine: 
In times of uncertainty having a steady rhythm to your daily life can be reassuring . It will

not only reduce stress but will also give you a sense of purpose when things around us

seem meaningless . Make sure your routine tends to both , your mental , and physical

wellbeing .

Solitude, not isolation: 
Changing our perception about how we view this isolation may not be easy , but it has

hidden benefits! There is growing evidence suggesting that if we voluntarily accept social

isolation , while being in a safe environment , it can promote creative thinking , generate

ideas , and lead to spiritual growth . Several practices such as Vipassana – a meditation that

requires focus , mindful breathing , and isolation have been known to promote wellbeing . A

study on Vipassana by the University of California , San Diego found “increased occipital

gamma power related to long term meditational expertise and enhanced sensory 
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 It’s okay not to be okay!

Halfway through the year 2021 , and we ’re still

experiencing a sequel to 2020 . We have lost our loved

ones along the way , seen each other battle through

illness , college is shut , socially isolated we make plans

with our friends in hopes of one day actually laughing ,

hugging , sitting enamored in their presence . 

The tradition of quarantine signifying physical isolation

dates back to 14th century Venice , also known as the

“Queen of Adriatic”. 

Ms. Adrija Parashar
Student Counsellor
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awareness”, which implies higher reasoning cognitive control , working memory , fluid

intelligence , and other executive functions . No wonder scientists like Albert Einstein , Isaac

Newton , did their best work in solitude! 

Stay connected:
Let ’s face it , isolation/solitude may not be everyone ’s cup of tea! Physical isolation does

not have to mean we are completely cut off from the world . Especially in stressful

situations , it ’s easier to deal with when we have company . Thanks to social media we can

still connect with people over telephonic calls , video calls , texts , emails . In case of

emotional support , you can even reach out to a mental health professional at college , or

other helplines available online . You do not have to go through this alone!

Mind-body connection: 
If we truly are what we eat , then let ’s eat our way to happiness! Foods like dark chocolate ,

mango , banana , berries , green leafy vegetables , green tea , coffee , nuts , and seeds , are

known as natural mood boosters . Physical exercise scientifically is known to reduce

symptoms of anxiety and depression , so try a new workout at home or include some form

of movement-based activity in your day . Sweeping the floor counts!

Identify triggers and unhealthy coping mechanisms : 

it is natural during adverse times to resort to unhealthy coping mechanisms , such as stress

eating , smoking , drinking , which can lead to a vicious cycle . It helps to be aware of our

triggers so that we can indulge in healthier coping mechanisms , which are beneficial in

the long run . 

Verify and choose the information you consume :

One of the leading reasons for fuelling anxiety are rumors , and apocalyptic news reports .

Do your checks from reliable sources to understand the credibility , and intensity of

information you consume on social media platforms or any other news source before

jumping to conclusions . 

Despite these tips , it ’s essential to acknowledge that no matter how fast-paced our lives

maybe it is natural to not feel okay right now! “And let its meaning permeate each day .

Whatever comes , this too shall pass .” - Ella Wheeler Wilcox
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their bodies . Where beauty is set by society and by believing in their unrealistic standards

people are victims of body-shaming . These stereotypes are so common and deep-rooted

that people from their young ages undervalue their self-esteem and body conscience .

Here we are comparing ourselves to TV stars , actresses , actors , models and realizing what

we got is not good enough .

Believing what ’s on social media , believing all the filters we use . 

Feeling insecure day by day , but not realizing the fact that it ’s not the society who is

judging , it ’s YOU struggling to accept your own flaws .

‘Beauty lies in the eye of the beholder is a common saying which perfectly defines beauty

itself . However , people fail to believe it in our present social-media-connected world . But

why do we succumb to the influence of the latest beauty trends , when we know about

ourselves much better than others? Although non-participation and standing against

beauty standards may seem the straightforward way to avoid such stereotypes , it isn ’t the

real culprit . The real culprit is the expectation to follow the crowd mentality .

Everyone as a human being tries to improve their personality and physical appearance to

look presentable , and following new makeup , trying out a new hairstyle is a part of it . This

makes us self-aware about ourselves and is very normal among us in society . 

But the situation goes wayward when these same people who adulate over the fashion

trends start to coerce other people to adhere to it , building up a peer group with the same

mentality . As a result , people who don ’t follow such standards are ostracized from these

groups and labeled with various derogatory terms . The most concerning part of this are

such crowd mentality over petty things can also be seen in current households , far away

from the showbiz world . You might have heard the phrase ‘Log kya kahenge ’ . We now live

in an India where having a fair complexion has become an easy ticket to look ‘beautiful ’

and be ‘popular ’ , and many people still strive towards it . This association plays the role of a

status symbol , a way to please people and attract attention , and nothing more . It is just

one of many problems we still have to face today .
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Changing Stereotypes about Beauty

Being smart is not enough , being talented is not enough

but being fair is enough for our Indian mindset . 

 

The distinction between being perfect and appearing to

be perfect in terms of beauty standards is still a cause of

concern in society . Converting your perfections into

imperfection is not a new thing for any individual . We

have been trapped in a world where the reel has taken

over reality . Where people are still not confident about 

Ms. Jasmine Francis
SWO Coordinator
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 They contributed very little to the story . As years passed by , we women were able to build

up a place for ourselves in the world of cinema . We become reputed directors , actors ,

scriptwriters , cinematographers , editors and sound engineers . 

Talking about cinema with promising female lead characters , we have so many examples

of excellent women filmmakers who have brought a completely different take on

filmmaking ’s old and mundane process . Few examples would be Portrait of a Lady on Fire

by Céline Sciamma (2020), Ladybird by Greta Gerwig (2016) and Monsoon Wedding by Mira

Nair (2001).

Mira Nair ’s Monsoon Wedding brings a fresh take on Bollywood cinema ; her movie ’s

protagonist has a voice , has a story , and does not limit herself as just the bride . Her story

and her family ’s story are depicted in a completely different way . This story of a marriage is

not the same as the 90s Bollywood movies like Hum Aapke Hai Koun . Monsoon Wedding

shows how culturally the Indian society has managed to progress yet remain the same at

the same time . On the other hand , speaking of present-day ’s foreign cinema-like Portrait

of a Lady on Fire and Lady Bird are marvelous examples of storytelling with strong female

lead characters . Portrait of a Lady on Fire is set in 1770 , France ; the story is an art and

about art ; the story focuses on the chemistry between the lead characters and the

circumstances which follow .
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Hence , There is no such thing as perfect body , perfect skin , perfect eyes , perfect hair , it is

just a mere perception of an individual . So stop right here! Rather than believing in all the

lies shown on the television , it ’s time to believe in yourself , your self-worth , your

confidence .

Focus on what your body is capable of rather than depending how it looks like . Your body

is strong . It is powerful . Your body has chosen you and it is special . 

Being beautiful should not be considered as being slim or size zero . Every body type and

shape is different in its own way . What matters more than being size zero is to be fit and

healthy .

Don ’t just push yourself to be like someone else . Create your own version of you being

different from the others in appearance wise and in personality wise – that ’s what will

make you stand out . If you feel good from inside , then no matter what , you – are-

beautiful from outside! 

Women of Cinema
Filmmaking is an art that only a few can master ; however ,

the criteria to excel in it is everything but your gender .

The revolutionary process of documenting the world

through lenses began in the year 1888 . The world of

cinema has since progressed technologically and visually .

Women ’s contribution in the early cinema was restricted

to being the beautiful “Object of Desire”; female

characters limited themselves to someone who would

support the protagonist but could not become one . 
Ms. Akansha Solomon

Office of Academic Support
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Ladybird is set in a modern America , and it captures with a great feeling the relationship

between a teenage girl and her strong-willed mother ; you cry and smile with the

characters , and by the end of the movie , you are left with such great images . 

In the present time or the past , women in cinema have continued to try and depict an

authentic take on the portrayal of characters , especially for the female leads . They dig

deep into the social stigmas and show a story that is set in a very intimate setting , yet

each viewer relates to it . Each story is unique , and you , as a young auteur , hold the

equipment in your hand to either showcase it or keep it to yourself . Bring out the auteur in

you , speak up about your stories and be a part of women in cinema so that each woman

who watches your story can somehow be able to one day tell her story as well .

Sweepstakes: A giveaway scam
Who wouldn ’t want to win a thousand dollars or go out

on a luxurious vacation? Especially when it is free of cost .

You probably may have come across a lot of mails

claiming such offers . Technology has been used for a lot

of beneficial activities , as well as for various frauds and

scams . Amongst the various malpractices , the most

prevalent in India are Sweepstakes and lottery scams .

Sweepstakes are a type of contest where a prize or prizes

may be awarded to a winner or winners . But not every

Sweepstakes or lottery scam is legit . The repercussions of

falling for a Sweepstakes can be very drastic . You could

lose money , deal with harassment from con men , and

may even be added to lists of easy targets .

Mr. Ashish Shajan
Office of Admissions

 An easy way of identifying such scammers is that they use a free email account (such as

Gmail or Yahoo Mail). Another way of identifying them is that the sweepstakes are all

about winning contests that you have never participated in . Such scams have always been

very popular in India due to a lack of proper knowledge when it comes to technology and

online payments . However , such scams can be easily traced and avoided . Sweepstakes

scammers will always be in a hurry . This is because anyone if offered such a large win ,

would surely inform his friends and relatives . This creates a possibility of someone

educating the winner that it is a scam , thus creating a loss for the scammers . You should

always take some time out to investigate if the win is a legit one or not . And if you notice

an unwanted rush in claiming the prize , you must be warned that it probably might be a

scam . Such a scam also requires you to transfer some money to them . Always remember

that no lottery or legit sweepstakes require you to first send money to them .

Whenever someone wins a contest , all the taxes and reductions are first deducted from

the winnings and the rest is transferred to the winner . While some scammers might ask for

a particular amount , others might require you to share your bank account details or

credit/debit card details following with any OTPs . Legitimate sweepstakes never ask for

your bank account or card details . One of the major reasons for falling into such scams is

the lack of knowledge , broadly about technology . Other types of such scams include 
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phishing or email scams , identity thefts such as creating fake profiles , work from home

scams , debit/credit card reward points . Another scam prevalent in India is frauds on OLX ,

where scammers pose as genuine sellers and collect money from the buyers without

providing the product . 

Always remember to check the background information about the applications or services

that you are using . Remember to keep your systems and mobiles up to date . Never

disclose your personal information unless it is necessary . While downloading any third-

party applications , go through all the permissions that they are requesting for very

carefully . Avoid email or online contest entries unless they 're at a trusted company

website . Following these safety guidelines will help you prevent falling for fake

sweepstakes as well as other major technological scams .
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A letter from the past

I ’ve always had a habit I picked up from a popular

Bollywood movie . I keep a bag full of things that can be

used in the future to remind me of the person I am today .

It ’s kind of like a time capsule , which is exactly what I call

it . It ’s got certificates and photos from school , my shirt

from Scribble Day , maybe a ribbon from a society event ,

something that reminds me of my dance class . From time

to time , I take it out and go through the things . It calms

me down at times when I am tense . Today , as I was

looking through things , I came across this letter : 

Hey future Nidhi! 

Ms. Nidhi Menon
BSc Psychology (Honours)

 We have a rather cliched practice of writing letters to your past self . I thought , why not do

the complete opposite? See , at least this way , you can go on a nostalgia trip at least . 

 So here we are . July , 2019 . This is my first month in Christ . It seems a little strict , but I

think I ’ll have fun . My roommates seem great , too . Once I get used to the idea of having

two roommates and sleeping on the middle bed . The food isn ’t all that great , but I haven ’t

heard stories about great canteen food ever , so there ’s that . 

I ’ve found a great set of friends . Hopefully they ’ll last . The amount of Malayalis here shock

me . Guess I ’ll have to let go of my inhibitions and start speaking in Malayalam after all .

They seem like great people . I really hope I don ’t embarrass myself in front of them .

(Spoiler alert : I did . I kept doing it for the entirety of two years) 

My routine pretty much remains the same : Wake up at 8 , realise I ’m late , run to get ready

so I can have breakfast , raelise at 8 :25 that I ’ll have to make do without it , rush to class , sit

through 4 hours of class , then go for our lunch hour , meet up with everyone in the ever so

noisy canteen , rush back to class after one hour without really eating properly because the

canteen was too crowded , then sit (mostly sleep) through another two hours of class , and

then off to the canteen as class finally end! I spend the rest of my day in the canteen , only

going back at 9 because of the hostel in-time . As fun as my classes and my dear

classmates are , the time I best spend is the 5 hours I spend in the canteen with everyone .

There ’s coffee , snacks , laughter , fun and conversations that are just amazing . It is

everything I imagined college life to be . I ’ve also been thinking , maybe it ’s time to apply

for the dance team after all . Who knows , maybe I might get selected . It ’d be good to finally

be a part of a group that bonds on something I love . So yeah , that ’s all from my side . I

hope you ’re smiling on the other end , your head filled with all the memories . I ’m really

excited for what ’s gonna happen once I reach your time . Everything is already so awesome ,

I am looking forward to what the next 3 years of my life are going to be like . 

See ya soon . 

Love ,

Nidhi
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Manufactured In China - But Why?
Standing at a random place , the first thing you reach

out for would probably be manufactured in China .

China , today , is known to people as the world ’s factory .

But the fact unknown is that it wasn ’t always this way .

In 1978 , China had a GDP of $200 billion , which was a

mere 4% of the world 's GDP . Things changed when

Deng Xiaoping took power in the country . He was

convinced that , in order to succeed , China needed to

be more open to the outside world . This outlook was

the reason for the outbreak in China ’s GDP which  

Mr. Meetkamal Singh Kalsi
MBA (2020-2022)

today stands at a whopping $14 trillion (about 15% of the world ’s GDP). For the first time in

decades , the government gave freedom to its people to control their privatized businesses ,

and also allowed foreign investments in the country . The government opened up four

special economic zones with many tax incentives and exemptions . This made China leap

off the page .

This outlook was the reason for the outbreak in China ’s GDP which today stands at a

whopping $14 trillion (about 15% of the world ’s GDP). For the first time in decades , the

government gave freedom to its people to control their privatized businesses , and also

allowed foreign investments in the country . The government opened up four special

economic zones with many tax incentives and exemptions . This made China leap off the

page .

Out of these four special economic zones , the one set up in Shenzhen city proved to be

the most successful . Located near the border of Hong Kong , this city opened up its gates

to the west . Almost 90% of the electronic parts manufactured in today ’s world are shipped

out from Shenzhen . The city caters to almost all the big giants in the market such as

Apple , Samsung , Microsoft and many more .

The most significant reason for the massive production in this city is the availability of

cheap labour . For the same work , in the United States of America , the average labour has

to be paid between $10 - $15 an hour , whereas a Chinese labourer would happily accept $3

- $4 an hour . China also allowed the businesses to set their own labour wages which prove

to be an added advantage .

Secondly , the Chinese government artificially diminished the value of their currency

thereby attracting a lot of foreign investments . Gradually they increased their value of

currency within a margin but again hit the low in order to look attractive during the

financial crisis in 2008 . Even today , the country randomly picks an exchange rate and lets

the currency fluctuate from it . China also does not charge taxes on exports unlike the

other countries .
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Now that Shenzhen has developed from a small town to a big city , the cost of living in the

city has risen . This in turn has resulted in an increase in the wages of the labourers ,

making it less attractive for manufacturing in the city . In order to overcome these issues ,

companies have started streamlining their manufacturing with the help of robots which ,

in turn , would help in reducing the cost of manufacturing . But the cost of automation for

the production will be the same in any country as the technology required would cost the

same everywhere .

In order to tackle this issue , Chinese manufacturing firms are setting up their factories all

across the world . They ’re reaching out to the underdeveloped countries such as Africa ,

Bangladesh , Sri Lanka and also to the developed nations such as the United States and

several European countries .

China has always been able to beat all odds due to it being flexible to situations . Although

China ’s future might look uncertain due to the increase in automation elsewhere , there 's

no denying the fact that the country still leads the hardware manufacturing sector .
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MBA
BATCH OF 2021

"People with goals succeed because they know
where they are going"

- Earl Nightingale
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